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ABSTRACT 

Lidar observations collected during the Lidar In-space Technology Experiment experiment in conjunction with the 

Meteosat and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts data have been used not only to validate the Sa-

haran dust plume conceptual model constructed from the GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Programme) Atlantic 

Tropical Experiment data, but also to examine the vicissitudes of the Saharan aerosol including their optical depths across 

the west Africa and east Atlantic regions. Optical depths were evaluated from both the Meteosat and lidar data. Back 

trajectory calculations were also made along selected lidar orbits to verify the characteristic anticyclonic rotation of the 

dust plume over the eastern Atlantic as well as to trace the origin of a dust outbreak over West Africa. 

A detailed synoptic analysis including the satellite-derived optical depths, vertical lidar backscattering cross section 

profiles, and back trajectories of the 16-19 September 1994 Saharan dust outbreak over the eastern Atlantic and its ori-

gin over West Africa during the 12-15 September period have been presented. In addition, lidar-derived backscattering 

profiles and optical depths were objectively analyzed to investigate the general features of the dust plume and its geo-

graphical variations in optical thickness. These analyses validated many of the familiar characteristic features of the 

Saharan dust plume conceptual model such as (i) the lifting of the aerosol over central Sahara and its subsequent trans-

port to the top of the Saharan air layer (SAL), (ii) the westward rise of the dust layer above the gradually deepening 

marine mixed layer and the sinking of the dust-layer top, (iii) the anticyclonic gyration of the dust pulse between two 

consecutive trough axes, (iv) the dome-shaped structure of the dust-layer top and bottom, (v) occurrence of a middle-

level jet near the southern boundary of the SAL, (vi) transverse-vertical circulations across the SAL front including their 

possible role in the initiation of a squall line to the southside of the jet that ultimately developed into a tropical storm, and 

(vii) existence of satellite-based high optical depths to the north of the middle-level jet in the ridge region of the wave. 

Furthermore, the combined analyses reveal a complex structure of the dust plume including its origin over North 

Africa and its subsequent westward migration over the Atlantic Ocean. The dust plume over the west African coastline 

appears to be composed of two separate but narrow plumes originating over the central Sahara and Lake Chad regions, 

in contrast to one single large plume shown in the conceptual model. Lidar observations clearly show that the Saharan 

aerosol over North Africa not only consist of background dust (Harmattan haze) but also wind-blown aerosol from fresh 

dust outbreaks. They further exhibit maximum dust concentration near the middle-level jet axis with downward exten-

sion of heavy dust into the marine boundary layer including a clean dust-free trade wind inversion to the north of the 

dust layer over the eastern Atlantic region. The lidar-derived optical depths show a rapid decrease of optical depths away 

from land with maximum optical depths located close to the midlevel jet, in contrast to north of the jet shown by satellite 

estimates and the conceptual model. To reduce the uncertainties in estimating extinction-to-backscattering ratio for op-

tical depth calculations from lidar data, direct aircraft measurements of optical and physical properties of the Saharan 

dust layer are needed. 
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1 . Introduction 

In September of 1994, the National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration (NASA) conducted an ex-

periment known as the Lidar In-space Technology Ex-

periment (LITE) on board the space shuttle, not only 

to test the feasibility of future operational spaceborne 

lidars but also to measure clouds, tropospheric and 

stratospheric aerosols, and surface properties (see 

McCormick et al. 1993; Winker et al. 1996). Correlative 

measurements made with the Large Aperture Scanning 

Airborne Lidar (LASAL) on board the NASA P-3B 

aircraft were obtained over the tropical Atlantic dur-

ing a few of the space shuttle overflights (Palm et al. 

1998). These lidar measurements, available over the 

period of 10-19 September 1994, provided a wealth 

of data on the vertical structure of clouds and aerosol, 

including Saharan dust. Such extensive measurements 

of Saharan aerosol, particularly the vertical backscat-

ter profiles across the dust plume over North Africa 

and tropical Atlantic, were unprecedented and pro-

vided a more detailed view of the vertical aerosol struc-

ture than is hitherto available with any other technique 

(Winker et al. 1996). Therefore, the LITE data not only 

provide a unique opportunity to examine the vertical 

and horizontal structure of the dust plume character-

istics but also allow us to validate the Saharan dust 

plume conceptual models such as those proposed by 

Carlson and Prospero (1972) and Karyampudi (1979), 

which were primarily constructed from combined 

analyses of surface, upper-air, aircraft, and satellite 

observations, including insightful knowledge of the 

West African meteorology. 

Our knowledge of the Saharan dust layer compo-

sition, characteristics, and transport across the Atlan-

tic has increased dramatically over the last two to three 

decades due to a large number of studies that resulted 

not only from site measurements (e.g., Prospero et al. 

1981; Prospero and Nees 1986; Chiapello et al. 1995; 

Prospero 1995) but also from field programs such as 

the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Ex-

periment (e.g., Carlson and Prospero 1972; Prospero 

and Carlson 1972; Diaz et al. 1976), the Global At-

mospheric Research Programme (GARP) Atlantic 

Tropical Experiment (GATE) (e.g., Carlson and 

Caverly 1977; Karyampudi 1979; Carlson and Ben-

jamin 1980), the NASA Global Tropospheric Experi-

ment/Atlantic Boundary Layer Experiment (e.g., 

Talbot et al. 1986, 1990) and the Etude de la Couche 

Limite Atmospherique Tropicale Seche (Fouquart 

et al. 1987a,b). These measurements have been aug-

mented by satellite observations that aided in detec-

tion, mapping, and climatology of Saharan dust out-

breaks across the Atlantic (e.g., Carlson 1979; Ott et al. 

1991; Jankowiak and Tanre 1992; Swap et al. 1996; 

Herman et al. 1997; Husar et al. 1997; Moulin et al. 

1997a,c). On the other hand, numerical modeling stud-

ies have provided further insights not only on the struc-

ture and dynamics of Saharan dust outbreaks (e.g., 

Karyampudi and Carlson 1988, hereafter KC) but also 

on the mobilization and transport of Saharan dust (e.g., 

Schiitz 1980; Westphaletal. 1987,1988, hereafter W88). 

Despite the advancement of our understanding of 

Saharan dust characteristics and mobilization, the in-

terrelationship between the Saharan air layer (SAL) 

and the Saharan dust on the larger scale including the 

fundamental meteorological processes that are respon-

sible for the dust outbreaks and transport are poorly 

understood. A 3D Saharan dust plume conceptual 

model, presented by Karyampudi (1979) based on 

GATE observations and previous studies, has been 

discussed by Prospero and Carlson (1981), KC, and 

W88. Since this model was based on conventional 

observations, it is not clear how well this model is ap-

plicable to individual dust outbreaks, particularly with 

respect to the Saharan aerosol distribution. For ex-

ample, satellite studies have shown that the highest 

optical depths are frequently confined to the middle 

of the dust plume (e.g., Carlson 1979), whereas air-

craft measurements indicate that the highest dust con-

centrations are typically found within the middle-level 

easterly jet (MLEJ) near the southern edge of the SAL 

(e.g., Prospero and Carlson 1972). On the other hand, 

modeling studies (e.g., W88) have shown that dust is 

mostly confined within the southern half of the SAL 

instead of everywhere within the SAL as proposed in 

the conceptual model. Such complexities of the Afri-

can dust distribution make it difficult to assess dust 

transport and its possible influence on climate in a 

comprehensive and quantitative way (Prospero 1995). 

The aerosol distribution within the SAL has impor-

tant implications for estimating the aerosol radiative 

forcing on local circulations (e.g., KC), and even per-

haps on climate (e.g., Tegen et al. 1996) since it has 

been shown that increased radiative heating from dust 

warms the SAL (stabilizes the atmosphere), strength-

ens the middle-level jet, and decreases ascent in equa-

torial regions (Randall et al. 1984; KC). Furthermore, 

accurate prescription of aerosol size distribution and 

height of the aerosol layer has important implications 

in applying the general circulation models to study 

the radiative properties of mineral dust aerosol and its 
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influence on greenhouse warming (Tegen et al. 1996) 

as well as in retrieving aerosol optical depths from a 

Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) satellite 

(Torres et al. 1998). Therefore, a clearer understand-

ing of the relationship between the Saharan air layer 

and the Saharan dust including the spatial distribution 

of the Saharan dust layer is needed not only for accu-

rately modeling spatial and temporal distribution of 

dust mass loading in regional and global models but 

also in obtaining a climatology of dust layer optical 

depths from satellites. 

Validation of the Saharan dust conceptual model 

against independent datasets has not been made due 

largely to the difficulty in obtaining concurrent spa-

tial measurements of Saharan dust and the SAL over 

the tropical Atlantic. Although sporadic dust observa-

tions were made aboard aircraft during flights of op-

portunity in field campaigns such as GATE, some of 

the large-scale features such as the dome-shaped struc-

ture, the anticyclonic rotation and horizontal extent of 

the dust plume depicted in the conceptual model are 

yet to be validated with dust measurements over wider 

scales (see Fig. 1 and refer to section 2 for a brief over-

view of the conceptual model). Due to lack of exten-

sive observations, full verification of this conceptual 

model until now has been limited solely to numerical 

modeling studies such as those conducted by KC and 

W88. Although these numerical studies were able to 

verify many of the conceptual model characteristics 

by successfully simulating the structure and evolution 

of SAL and its associated dust transport (see the fol-

lowing section for an overview of SAL characteristics) 

including the structure of easterly wave disturbances, 

they do not instill full confidence in their results due 

to either possible uncertainties in the choice of model 

parameters and characteristics or representation of 

physical parameterizations or sparsity of data to ini-

tialize the model (i.e., quality of initial conditions). 

One way to avoid this concern is to use independent 

datasets such as lidar observations and large-scale 3D 

analysis such as the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) data in the vali-

dation of the conceptual model. 

Because the LITE observations provided such an 

opportunity, it is the aim of this paper not only to ex-

amine the dust-layer structure and characteristics as 

revealed by lidar observations in conjunction with 

ECMWF data and visible satellite imagery but also to 

validate the Saharan dust conceptual model in the con-

text of elucidating meteorological processes of Sa-

haran dust in a comprehensive manner to the modeling 

FIG. 1. A schematic color rendition of the 3D Saharan dust 

plume conceptual model of Karyampudi (1979). Note that the 

North African landmass has been extended to that shown and dis-

cussed by KC, with the depiction of equatorial cool and wet rain 

forest to the south and the arid Sahara desert to the north includ-

ing the sub-Saharan (Sahel) transition zone in the middle. Note 

the trade wind inversion height is exaggerated with respect to the 

height of the convective cloud, particularly to the north where it 

is usually lower than to the south. Also, the top of the marine mixed 

layer, which rises to the west underneath the trade wind inversion, 

is not depicted for the sake of brevity. (See text for further details.) 

community. Another goal of this study is to use the 

lidar backscattering profiles to estimate the horizon-

tal distribution of optical depth within the dust plume 

and compare it with the satellite-based optical depths. 

Validation of the conceptual model with independent 

datasets is essential since fundamental questions have 

been raised in our understanding of the evolution of 

the layered structure even in terms of the dynamics of 

the systems (e.g., W88). Therefore, this study will at-

tempt to address the following questions. 

1) How valid is the Saharan dust plume conceptual 

model in truly representing the horizontal and ver-

tical extent of the Saharan aerosol within the SAL? 

2) Does the dust plume exhibit similar SAL features 

such as the dome-shaped structure, anticyclonic ro-

tation, westward rise of the base, and sinking of the 

top? 

3) Is the SAL undercut by clean trade winds within 

the marine mixed layer or by a dust-free trade wind 

inversion above the marine mixed layer? 
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4) Is the maximum dust concentration located near the 

southern edge of the SAL where the maximum 

wind speeds associated with the middle-level jet 

occur as noted from aircraft observations? 

5) Does the maximum optical depth coincide with the 

maximum dust concentration near the southern 

edge of the SAL or does it overlap the maximum 

geometric depth of the SAL within the middle of 

the plume as deduced from satellite observations? 

6) What is the vertical structure of the dust or haze 

layer over West Africa? Does it exhibit uniform 

dust concentration within a deep convective mixed 

layer that becomes narrow at its southern edge as 

depicted in the conceptual model? 

7) What is the vertical structure of an incipient Sa-

haran dust storm over West Africa and how is its 

origin related to low- or middle-level jets? 

8) Is there any evidence of dynamical influence of the 

Saharan dust layer on squall line initiation and 

tropical storm formation as suggested previously 

by KC? 

In the following section, a brief overview of the 

3D conceptual model is given as a reference for vali-

dation. Methodology involved in the processing of 

lidar backscattering profiles as well as the calculation 

of optical depths is provided in section 3. An over-

view of the synoptic-scale environment of the Saharan 

dust outbreak that occurred during LITE 

measurements is described in section 4 

based on the analyses of Meteosat and 

ECMWF data. Detailed lidar observa-

tions of the Saharan dust layer over the 

eastern Atlantic and western Africa are 

investigated in section 5. Section 6 illus-

trates the horizontal distribution of op-

tical depths derived from LITE data. 

Finally, summary and discussion are pre-

sented in section 7. 

ridge region of passing easterly wave disturbances 

with a periodicity of 5-7 days (Prospero and Carlson 

1972;KC). These dust outbreaks are mostly confined 

to a deep mixed layer, commonly referred to as the 

Saharan air layer, that often extends to 5-6 km in 

height over West Africa due to intense solar heating 

in summer months. The converging strong low-level 

northeasterly flow around the heat low over arid re-

gions in West Africa picks up dust particles from loose 

topsoil as a result of the strong surface pressure gra-

dient induced by the cyclical passage of easterly wave 

disturbances. 

The airborne dust, which is well mixed within the 

SAL, is carried westward by the prevailing easterly 

flow in the latitude belt of 10°-25°N as shown in the 

3D schematic of the dust plume model given by 

Karyampudi (1979) and KC (see Fig. 1). As the dust 

plume approaches the West African coastline, the base 

of the SAL rises rapidly as it is undercut by the rela-

tively clean northeasterly trade winds, which are con-

fined within the marine mixed layer, while the top 

subsides slowly. Because of the low-level aerosol ero-

sion by the clean trade winds, the major transport of 

dust occurs in an elevated well-mixed layer (i.e., SAL), 

which can be identified in routine aerological sound-

ings from the coast of West Africa to the Caribbean 

(Carlson and Prospero 1972; Ott et al. 1991). For ex-

ample, a typical aerosol sounding at the Cape Verde zyxwvutsrponmlkjihgfedcbaYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

2 . Ove rvie w  of the 3D 

conceptual model 

It is well known that large quantities 

of Saharan dust are transported across 

the tropical North Atlantic throughout 

the year but more abundantly in the sum-

mer months as a result of large-scale 

Saharan dust outbreaks (2000-3000 km) 

that occur predominantly within the 

FIG. 2. A color schematic of the typical Saharan air layer (SAL) sounding over 

the eastern Atlantic (~16°N, 22°W) fol lowing Karyampudi (1979). The brown 

color of the well-mixed SAL represents the Saharan dust, which resides above 

the relatively dust free trade wind inversion layer (colored dark blue). The red color 

underneath the trade wind inversion denotes the humid and warm MBL, the top 

of which is normally capped by cumulus clouds. A normal tropical sounding 

(shown as dashed line) from the ITCZ region (~5°N) is depicted for comparison. 
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Islands (Fig. 2) shows the base of the SAL located at 

850 mb and the top at 500 mb with a uniform poten-

tial temperature of ~44°C and a mixing ratio of 

~2 g kg
-1

, whereas a sounding in the Caribbean has a 

similar structure except the base is higher at 750 mb 

and the top lower at 550 mb (see Diaz et al. 1976). Dust 

concentrations are several times higher within the SAL 

than in the marine boundary layer below (Prospero and 

Carlson 1972). The SAL base, which overrides the 

trade wind inversion (depicted as a westward rising 

plank), is about 5°-10°C warmer than the normal 

tropical sounding of the intertropical convergence zone 

(ITCZ) area while the top is cooler by 1°-2°C. As a 

result of the north-south positive temperature gradi-

ent at 850 mb and its reversal at 500 mb, a maximum 

in the geostrophic wind occurs due to thermal wind 

considerations, which manifests itself as the MLEJ at 

about 650-700 mb (shown as an arrow tube) near the 

southern edge of the SAL. 

Aircraft measurements show that the leading and 

southern edges of the dust layer (~10°N) exhibit a dis-

tinct frontal boundary that is characterized by strong 

gradients in temperature, relative humidity, and dust 

concentrations, which vary within a distance of few 

tens of kilometers (e.g., Carlson and Prospero 1972; 

Karyampudi 1979). This SAL front can be seen fre-

quently in satellite images as thin cloud lines that 

stretch hundreds of kilometers along the leading and 

southern edge of the dust boundary. Observational 

(Marks and Raub 1978) and modeling studies (KC) 

suggest that these cloud lines form as a result of 

synoptic-scale confluence of differing air masses, 

which maintain the baroclinicity along the southern 

edge of SAL. The confluent and deformation forcing 

along the baroclinic zone leads to ageostrophic trans-

verse/meridional circulations across the SAL front, 

which forces rising motion to the south side of the 

SAL front and sinking motion to the north within the 

dust layer (KC). 

As the SAL base rises westward to the ~750-mb 

level, a major portion of the dust plume turns 

anticyclonically to the north within the ridge region 

of the wave while a small part of the dust plume trav-

els across the wave-trough axis as depicted in the con-

ceptual model. Air trajectories within the dust plume 

tend to rotate clockwise within the ridge region, which 

is often evident in visible satellite images as an anti-

cyclonic gyre that makes a tight loop with a dust-free 

hole at its center. Highest optical depths, inferred from 

satellite estimates, are generally confined within the 

ridge region to the north of the MLEJ. 

In summary, the following major characteristics of 

Saharan dust outbreaks can be outlined: 

1) The dust plume confinement within two consecu-

tive easterly wave troughs in the horizontal, and 

between the SAL top and base inversions in the 

vertical; 

2) the rapid westward rise of the SAL base and 

gradual sinking of the SAL top; 

3) the frontal characteristics (i.e., gradients in tem-

perature, relative humidity, wind speed, and dust 

concentration) along the leading and southern 

edges of the SAL; 

4) the middle-level jet near the southern edge of the 

SAL (i.e., near the SAL front), generally confined 

between the upstream trough and the downstream 

ridge axes; 

5) transverse-vertical circulations across the SAL 

front; 

6) the anticyclonic rotation of the SAL within the 

ridge region; and 

7) maximum dust concentration in the ridge region 

of the SAL but to the north of the middle-level jet. zyxwvutsrponmlkjihgfedcbaYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

3 . Methodology zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

a. ECMWF gridded data and visible satellite 

imagery 

ECMWF gridded data, available at 2.5° x 2.5° reso-

lution on mandatory levels (i.e., 1000-, 925-, 850-, 

700-, 500-, 400-, 300-, 250-, 200-, 150-, 100-, 70-, and 

50-mb levels) from National Center for Atmospheric 

Research data archives, between 12 and 19 Septem-

ber 1994 were converted into GEMPAK (desJardines 

and Petersen 1983) format for calculating diagnostic 

fields such as potential temperatures, vertical veloci-

ties, and ageostrophic circulations. This period was 

chosen to understand the synoptic-scale evolution of 

a well-defined Saharan dust outbreak that was captured 

on the lidar data (i.e., LITE and LASAL data) as it 

originated over the central Sahara on 12 September and 

gradually progressed westward over the eastern Atlan-

tic ocean by 19 September. Since Saharan dust clouds 

are detectable in the visible spectrum of satellite im-

agery as a grayish-white area with a gossamer texture, 

which contrasts distinctly against dark oceanic back-

grounds (e.g., Carlson and Prospero 1972; Mayfield 

1975; Carlson 1979), visible Meteosat satellite imag-

ery at 1200 UTC between 16 and 19 September 1994, 

obtained from the Space Science and Engineering 
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Center, University of Wisconsin, was superimposed 

on the streamline analysis at each corresponding syn-

optic time period. The satellite images were artificially 

enhanced with increased brightness counts to bring out 

the grayish-colored texture of the Saharan dust. 

However, this enhancement made the clouds look 

brighter than normal. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

b. Meteosat optical depths 

Optical depths (ODs) were estimated from 

Meteosat low-resolution images using the technique 

of Moulin et al. (1997a), who described a method to 

perform an accurate long-term monitoring of the op-

tical thickness and mass column density of airborne 

desert dust over the Atlantic and the Mediterranean 

using the Meteosat wideband solar (visible plus near-

infrared) sensor. The dust load is retrieved using aero-

sol models and an earth-atmosphere radiative transfer 

model. Moulin et al. (1997b) further describe the ac-

curacy and validation of their technique using coinci-

dent sun-photometer measurements at various sites 

and seasons over a multiyear (1986-94) period, which 

overlaps the LITE data period (i.e., September of 

1994). They have obtained best agreement between the 

Meteosat and sun-photometer-derived aerosol thick-

ness at 0.55 jim with a size distribution typical of back-

ground desert aerosol and a refractive index of 

1.50-0.01/. 

The raw data of Meteosat-derived ODs calculated 

at each clear-sky pixel from Meteosat images avail-

able at 1200 UTC during the 12-19 September 1994 

period were then reprojected onto a grid with a 0.5625° 

x 0.5625° resolution. These reprojected ODs were then 

displayed in GEMPAK format to superimpose on the 

ECMWF streamline fields. 

c. Processing of lidar data 

The LITE color plots of 532-nm calibrated back-

scatter profiles (see the appendix for a description on 

LITE color image processing) were visually examined 

to locate the Saharan aerosol layers over West Africa 

and the tropical Atlantic regions. [A description of the 

LITE instrumentation including the type of measure-

ments that were made can be found in Winkler et al. 

(1996).] Saharan aerosol regions were identified from 

inspection of backscattering profiles, which exhibit 

strong backscatter signatures in aerosol regions. In 

particular, backscattering imagery for multiple LITE 

orbit segments progressing from Africa well across the 

Atlantic (see Fig. 3) revealed an elevated aerosol layer 

clearly separated from the underlying marine bound-

ary layer (MBL), consistent with the SAL model of 

Fig. 2. LITE profiles (532-nm channel) for identified 

regions of Saharan dust were averaged over 50-100 

shots (i.e., 37-74-km horizontal averaging) not only 

to reduce noise in the single-shot data but also to ob-

tain representative values since little horizontal varia-

tion was typically observed for shorter distances. To 

further reduce noise, the lidar profiles were also verti-

cally averaged over 10-20 range bins (150-300-m 

resolution), which still permitted fairly sharp delinea-

tion of layer boundaries. In the averaging process, li-

dar profile segments in saturated regions [i.e., regions 

where the lidar backscatter cross section was large 

enough to cause the detector to saturate (> 4095 

counts) such as in clouds] were excluded. Color lidar 

horizontal position-height lidar backscattering images 

were visually inspected to delineate the Saharan dust 

layer from the MBL below in order to obtain optical 

depths for the Saharan dust layer only. A climatologi-

cal Northern Hemisphere summertime midlatitude 

atmosphere was used to compute the molecular scat-

tering profile. The LITE 532-nm channel backscatter-

ing profiles were calibrated/normalized to observed 

minimum scattering regions in the height range 6 -

15 km above the earth, which were assumed to be 

"aerosol free" within -3% (total backscatter to molecu-

lar backscatter ratio of 1.03 or less), in accordance with 

interpretations of lidar and satellite observations 

around the time of the LITE mission (Kent and Hansen 

1998). 

Aerosol extinction profiles and optical depths (spa-

tially integrated extinction) for the Saharan dust layer 

were retrieved from the LITE 532-nm channel data 

using a retrieval formulation after Fernald et al. (1972) 

and Fernald (1984). Reagan and Liu (1997) gave ad-

ditional details about the signal averaging and retrieval 

methodology applied to the LITE data. The procedure 

permits retrieval of the aerosol extinction profile of the 

layer with the specification of the layer extinction-to-

backscattering ratio, Sa, or knowledge of the transmit-

tance through the layer (which allows Sa to be 

determined). Thus, Sa may be estimated from optical 

and physical properties representative of Saharan dust 

such as those reported by d'Almeida (1987), Patterson 

et al. (1977), and Tegen and Lacis (1996). The particle 

refractive index, n, is estimated to be n ~ 1.56 - 0.007/ 

using a simple Junge power law size distribution ap-

proximation, and the particle size distribution is ap-

proximated by a Junge coefficient, v, of v ~ 2.5 

[consistent with two-wavelength Angstrom coefficient 

estimates from 355- and 532-nm LITE data reported 
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by Grant et al. (1997)]. These parameterizations yield zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Sa values in the range of -20 to -30 (this variation de-

pends on exact values assumed for n, v, and the par-

ticle size range limits), assuming scattering is by 

homogeneous spheres [Mie scattering; e.g., Bohren 

and Huffman (1983)]. For example, Reagan et al. 

(1980) determined Sa - 28 for n - 1.54 - 0.01/ and v -

2.5. One should note, however, that the Mie theory as-

sumption may not be truly applicable for calculating 

extinction-to-backscattering ratios for nonspherical 

large particles such as wind-blown aerosol over the Sa-

hara since model calculations (Mishchenko et al. 1997) 

show that the scattering phase function differences are 

large between spherical and nonspherical particles. 

A lower bound on S was inferred from dust layer 

transmittances estimated from observed LITE lidar 

signal levels just above and below the Saharan dust 

layer in regions where the layer was bounded by very 

clean air. Using the transmittance as a constraint on 

the lidar extinction retrieval equation, the Sa value re-

quired to yield the specified transmittance could be 

determined. Applying this procedure to lidar profiles 

at a number of locations along the LITE orbit seg-

ments over the Atlantic yielded Sa estimates ranging 

from -20 to -24, averaging -22. Due to multiple scat-

tering effects, which were predicted to be potentially 

quite significant for a spaceborne lidar such as LITE 

(Spinhirne 1982; Grant et al. 1997), the S values in-

ferred from the estimated layer transmittances are less 

than the true Sa values (being reduced by 

an enhanced forwardscatter factor, 7], 

where r\ < 1). The multiple-scattering 

reduction effect depends upon the par-

ticle scattering phase function, which is 

unknown, but model phase function es-

timates indicate corrections in the range 

of -0.6 < r] < -0.9. This in turn suggests 

that the true value of Sa is likely bounded 

between -25 and 35, which is the range 

assumed to estimate the Saharan dust 

layer optical depths reported here. 

The Saharan dust aerosol optical 

depths were evaluated using both the 

upper and lower bound S values (Sa = 35 

and 25) by integrating the aerosol extinc-

tion coefficient between the top and the 

bottom of the dust layer. The bottom of 

the elevated dust layer over the eastern 

Atlantic is identifiable either by mini-

mum backscattering underneath the dust 

layer but within the clear trade wind in-

version layer (i.e., mostly prevalent to the northside 

of the dust plume) or by the abrupt increase in back-

scattering values to saturation beneath the dust layer 

mostly caused by stratiform/cumulus clouds at the 

top of the marine mixed layer (which is mostly predomi-

nant near the southern edge of the dust plume). Over 

land, however, intense low-level dust plumes extend-

ing from the surface upward toward the normal el-

evated SAL height were observed at some points over 

a few locations in the western Sahara (i.e., parts of or-

bits 115 and 35). Signal saturation and/or high opti-

cal depth nonlinear effects, analogous to what occurs 

for thicker clouds, prevented qualitative OD retriev-

als to the surface in such cases, but the ODs to the 

surface can be estimated to certainly exceed 1 even if 

Sa = 25, and to be larger by a factor of 2 or more if Sa 

= 35. Low-level wind-blown dust can be expected to 

have a greater fraction of larger particles, and a corre-

spondingly smaller Sa value (i.e., due to a smaller Junge 

coefficient value), than the normal elevated SAL well 

removed from surface source regions. Hence, dust over 

the eastern Atlantic is likely characterized by a larger 

value of S than dust over the western Sahara. As in-yxwvutsrponmlkjihgfedcbaZYWUTSRQPONMLJIHFECBA
a 

dicated earlier, the quantitative OD retrieval results 

presented here assume Sa to be bounded between -25 

and 35. 

The processed backscattering profiles at locations 

shown in Fig. 3 (available at 15-m vertical resolution) 

were vertically averaged at 100-300-m resolution. To 

FIG. 3. The lidar (LITE) backscatter profile locations (marked with plus signs) 

of Saharan aerosol taken along the ground tracks of the space shuttle orbits over 

the North Africa (marked with geographical areas referred to in the text) and east-

ern Atlantic regions. The number given next to each segment denotes the space 

shuttle orbit number referred to in the text. 
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obtain a composite picture of the dust plume since 

LITE orbits were randomly distributed over the 12-

19 September period, backscattering profiles were 

objectively analyzed on a 3D Cartesian grid using a 

0.5° x 0.5° horizontal resolution within a domain that 

extends from 4.5°S to 40°N in the north-south direc-

tion, from 29.5°E to 60°W in the east-west direction, 

and from 0 to 6 km in the vertical. A circular weight-

ing (of 1/r
2
) with a 4° maximum radius (r) is used to 

objectively analyze the data with the constraint that 

there should be at least one data point in each of the 

four quadrants to get an even distribution. A similar 

procedure was used to horizontally map the lidar-

derived optical depths as well. The objectively ana-

lyzed 3D grid of backscattering ratios was then 

mapped into "Vis5D" visualization software to depict 

the Saharan aerosol distribution in three dimensions 

over the western Africa/eastern Atlantic regions. 

d. Trajectory calculations 

The Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) tra-

jectory model, which was developed by Olson et al. 

(1978), was used to calculate the forward and back-

ward trajectories along a few shuttle flight paths in 

order to find out whether the Saharan dust plume un-

dergoes clockwise gyration as depicted in the concep-

tual model as well as to find out the origin of the dust 

outbreak over the Sahara. 

The AES model uses 3D wind fields by solving the 

omega equation to derive vertical motions from the 

objectively analyzed Canadian Meteorological 

Centre's wind field (400 x 200 global spectral resolu-

tion) available on a polar stereographic grid at 

190.5 km (true at 60°N) resolution (see Voldner et al. 

1981 for details). The model deals with data-sparse 

regions by assuming the analyzed winds are approxi-

mately geostrophic and by approximating the cross-

isobaric flow and shear with a frictional term at the 

surface. The trajectories, which are in contact with the 

surface, are maintained at the surface until the verti-

cal motion field is upward. This makes the model more 

appropriate for regions where there is considerable 

orography. This model has been widely used for analy-

ses of long-range transport in the Northern Hemisphere 

and compares satisfactorily with other trajectory mod-

els (Kahl et al. 1989). However, the disadvantage of 

the model is that the grid resolution becomes poor and 

boundary effects become more important below 

~18°N. The trajectories have a zero-velocity bound-

ary condition at the equator, the effect of which spreads 

northward up to about 18°N. Therefore, trajectory cal-

culations are limited to north of 20°N. In this analy-

sis, we have obtained both forward and backward tra-

jectories at 6-h intervals around the times of LITE 

overpasses over the West Africa/eastern Atlantic re-

gions. The trajectories were run backward/forward in 

time for 120 h with 6-h time steps at 1000-, 925-, 850-, 

700-, 600-, and 500-mb levels at selected locations. 

4 . Ove rvie w  of synoptic-scale 

environment 

a. Saharan dust plume evolution 

The Saharan dust outbreak that was sampled on 19 

September 1994 by the lidar instruments aboard the 

NASA shuttle and P-3B aircraft over the eastern 

Atlantic region appears to emerge off the coast of 

West Africa prior to 16 September.
1
 The combined 

(Meteosat) visible satellite imagery and the (ECMWF) 

700-mb streamline analysis clearly illustrate the evo-

lution of this dust outbreak and its attendant easterly 

wave between 16 and 19 September 1994 (see Fig. 4). 

At 1200 UTC 16 September 1994 (Fig. 4a), an east-

erly wave trough axis is located along 29°W with a 

closed circulation centered around 9°N, 28°W. The 

low-level stratiform clouds, possibly located at the 

850-mb level, confirm the leading easterly wave 

trough axis location with a typical "inverted V" cloud 

pattern (Frank 1969). The grayish-colored relatively 

cloud-free clear region, situated behind the trough axis 

but north of the squall line at 15°N, 18°W, is indica-

tive of a Saharan dust cloud, which appears to extend 

northward to the northwest of the anticyclonic circu-

lation center. Indeed, the Meteosat-based Saharan dust 

ODs derived from the technique of Moulin et al. 

(1997a) confirms the existence of Saharan dust off the 

coasts of Mauritania and western Sahara with ODs as 

high as -0.6 (Fig. 5a), which appear to be located to 

the north of the MLEJ axis (see Fig. 6). The squall line, 

which is oriented in an elongated fashion parallel to 

the 700-mb flow, appears to form to the south of the 

dust boundary and the middle-level jet (shown below) 

within a confluent zone just to the west of the ridge 

axis, which extends northward along the West Afri-

can coastline to the center of the anticyclonic circula-

tion (the role of the jet in the initiation of the squall 

'Note that the early stage of this dust outbreak can be traced back 

to a Saharan dust storm that occurred over West Africa on 12 Sep-

tember as will be shown in section 5. 
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line is discussed in the next section). The 

east-west-oriented convective band far-

ther to the south within the 5°-10°N lati-

tude belt is the ITCZ. 

Over the next 24 h (Fig. 4b) the wave 

trough axis marked by the cyclonic cur-

vature in 700-mb level streamline flow 

and the inverted-V cloud pattern pro-

gressed westward to ~34°W along with 

the leading edge of the dust cloud, which 

appears to advance slightly to the east of 

30°W with the maximum ODs > 0.6 lo-

cated around 22°N, 24°W (Fig. 5b). Note 

the dust cloud expansion behind the 

trough axis as denoted by the smooth-

textured cloud-free area encircling the anti-

cyclonic flow pattern. Indeed, Meteosat 

OD analysis confirms the expansion of 

the dust cloud farther north and west, 

even though low-level cloud contamina-

tion prevented the true estimates of ODs 

farther to the west. High ODs (> 0.6) ap-

pear to be confined within the ridge re-

gion to the north of the middle-level jet 

(not shown), which is located around 

18°N and 24°W. Surface measurements 

from Sal Island, Cape Verde (16.7°N, 

23°W), confirm Meteosat observations by reporting a 

dust concentration of 48 jig m
-3

 during 15-17 Septem-

ber
2
 (I. Chiapello 1998, personal communication). 

More convective activity with at least two squall lines 

appears to occur ahead of the ridge axis (i.e., between 

the upstream trough and the downstream ridge axes), 

but to the south of the dust boundary, which is delin-

eated by the long cloud lines that extend northwest-

ward parallel to the stream. The ITCZ looks deformed 

as an inverted-V cloud pattern with the trailing squall 

line located at its apex. It appears that this particular 

squall line is the same as that appeared 24 h earlier in 

the same area. 

By 1200 UTC 18 September, the dust cloud has 

expanded further as the leading wave trough advanced 

to 38°W with the trailing wave ridge axis remaining 

close to 20°W (Fig. 4c). The anticyclonic rotation 

2This low concentration, which is slightly higher than the aver-

age September concentration at Sal Island of 15 ̂ g m~3 reported 

by Chiapello et al. (1995), is mostly due to residual dust as higher 

concentrations of the Saharan dust are transported between 1.5-

and 5-km height above sea level. 

FIG. 4. Four-panel Meteosat satellite visible imagery with superimposed 

ECMWF 700-mb streamline analysis valid at 1200 UTC on (a) 16 Sep 1994, (b) 

17 Sep 1994, (c) 18 Sep 1994, and (d) 19 Sep 1994. 

within the high pressure system behind the leading 

wave trough has assumed a distinct inward spiral as 

the broadscale clockwise flow appears to encircle the 

dust cloud. The southernmost dust boundary deduced 

from the clear but grayish area appears to reach as far 

south as 11°-12°N in close proximity to the circular 

cloud cluster. Meteosat-OD analysis verifies the 

occurrence of dust over a wide area (ODs > 0.3) extend-

ing from about 22°N southward to 13°N across the 

20°W meridian (see Fig. 5c). Interestingly, high ODs 

(> 0.6) mostly exist on the south side of the anticy-

clonically rotating plume but to the north of the 

middle-level jet axis, whereas low ODs (< 0.2) occupy 

the northern portion of the anticyclonic swath (i.e., 

north of 26°N). The rapid decrease of OD northward 

suggests that many of the heavier dust particles may 

have been depleted from the dust plume as it rotated 

anticyclonically (this aspect is discussed in the next 

section). However, the existence of high ODs to the 

north of the MLEJ within the ridge region of the wave 

is in good agreement with that proposed in KC's con-

ceptual model. 

The convective activity, located to the south of the 

dust cloud but ahead of the ridge axis, appears more 
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FIG. 5. Four-panel Meteosat-derived optical depth analysis (shaded with col-

ors) following Moulin et al. (1997a) with superimposed ECMWF 700-mb stream-

line analysis for the same times given in Fig. 4. See the color bar on the left side 

of each panel for optical depth values. 

FIG. 6. The 700-mb diagnosed vertical velocityzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA (jub s_1; solid 

lines denote positive values, dashed lines represent negative val-

ues) and wind speed (m s-1; thin solid lines with gray-shaded con-

tours of 5 m s-1) analysis from ECMWF data valid at 1200 UTC 

16 September 1994. The thick line A-B marks the location of the 

cross section shown in Fig. 7. 

vigorous as the previous squall line as-

sumed a distinct circular area centered 

around 13°N and 23°W and it occurs, as 

before, at the apex of a wave pattern in 

the ITCZ. Paradoxically, convective ac-

tivity is present ahead of the ridge axis 

rather than ahead of the leading wave 

trough where deep convection is sup-

pressed perhaps by the strong inversion 

(lid) provided by the dust layer as de-

scribed in the conceptual model. More 

convective activity occurs to the south of 

the dust boundary and adjacent to the 

middle-level jet, which is confined 

within the clear region to the north of the 

dust boundary between the upstream 

trough and downstream ridge axis (not 

shown). However, this is typical for an 

easterly wave that is dynamically influ-

enced by the SAL as upward motion is 

enhanced to the south of the jet within the 

ridge region and sinking motion to the 

north of it (KC). 

The Saharan dust cloud advanced far-

ther west of 35°W in concert with the anti-

cyclonic ridge region centered around 

26°N and 31°W by 1200 UTC on 19 Sep-

tember (see Fig. 4d). The advancement 

of the dust cloud as far west at 35°W is 

confirmed by the Meteosat-OD analysis, 

which shows an anticyclonic curvature of 

high ODs along a narrow corridor that extends west-

ward from the coast of Mauritania to ~20°N, 32°W and 

confines itself to the north of a convective cloud line 

(see Fig. 5d). Low ODs still persist to the north of the 

anticyclonic circulation as the plume itself moves far-

ther westward (lidar observations across this OD gra-

dient will be shown later). Dust concentrations 

decreased to 21 jug m~
3
 at Sal Island during 17-19 

September (I. Chiapello 1998, personal communica-

tion) compared to the previous two days, suggesting 

that the main dust pulse must have advanced farther 

west. Whereas the leading wave trough moved out of 

the viewing area, the trailing northwest-southeast-

oriented cloud line to the south of the dust boundary 

is still active with twin cloud clusters that appear to 

indicate cyclonic circulation centered around 13°N and 

26°W just to the west of the ridge axis. Indeed, this 

particular cyclonic circulation system later became 

Tropical Storm Ernesto as diagnostic analysis of 

ECMWF data indicated that the SAL had a significant 
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influence in the genesis of Ernesto through the 

enhancement of cyclonic shear vorticity to the south of 

the middle-level jet (Karyampudi et al. 1997), in ac-

cordance with the baroclinic mechanism proposed by 

KC. Another wave trough emerges off the coast of 

West Africa as the dust outbreak continues to stream 

across the West African coastline with suppressed 

cloud conditions underneath it, despite the occurrence 

of vigorous deep convection farther to the south over 

the southwest African coastline. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

b. Middle-level easterly jet and ageostrophic 

circulation 

The 700-mb isotach and vertical velocity analysis 

at 1200 UTC 16 September 1994 (Fig. 6) shows a well-

defined MLEJ demarcated by the 15 m s"
1 

isotach contour over the coastline of West Africa and 

embedded within a confluent zone in the ridge region 

of the easterly wave as described earlier (refer to 

Fig. 4a). The MLEJ, which extends from the upstream 

trough axis to the east of the ridge region, is oriented 

parallel to and confined within the southern edge of 

the dust plume but to the north of the cloud line noted 

in Fig. 4a. The presence of MLEJ within the ridge re-

gion of an easterly wave, particuarly in between the 

upstream trough and downstream ridge axis, is a com-

mon occurrence due to the thermal wind forcing of the 

SAL as depicted in the conceptual model of KC. 

The vertical velocity field shows a couplet of ris-

ing (< - 2 s
_1

) and sinking motion on either side of 

the main MLEJ (i.e., the MLEJ over the West African 

coastline). This vertical velocity couplet appears to be 

associated with a vertical circulation as can be seen in 

the cross section of ageostrophic transverse-vertical 

circulations (i.e., the vector product of the vertical 

velocity and ageostrophic wind component in the 

plane of the cross section) taken along line A-B across 

the MLEJ (see Fig. 7). The transverse circulation 

shows a rising branch to the south of the 700-mb east-

erly jet (~15°N) and a sinking branch to the north of it 

(~19°N). The MLEJ itself is located within a baroclinic 

zone that arises from warm SAL to the north and cool 

maritime air to the south as can be viewed in the po-

tential temperature field shown in the cross section. It 

is interesting to note that the squall line noted in Fig. 4a 

(~15°N, 18°W) is collocated with the rising branch of 

the vertical circulation to the south of the jet. 

Previously, KC showed that such transverse-vertical 

circulations across the MLEJ result from frontogenetic 

forcing, which is indirectly evident in the present case 

in the form of confluent flow described earlier. 

However, it is not yet clear whether these circulations 

are capable of initiating squall lines but the mere pres-

ence of such circulations and the occurrence of the 

squall line within the rising branch of an indirect cell 

suggests a plausible role of vertical circulations in de-

stabilizing the convective environment. Nonetheless, 

the existence of a vertical circulation across the MLEJ 

is in agreement with the conceptual model of KC (see 

their schematic Fig. 6). zyxwvutsrponmlkjihgfedcbaYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

5. Lidar observat ions of the Saharan 

dust  layer 

Some of the lidar backscatter profiles of the Saharan 

dust plume, especially those over North Africa and the 

eastern Atlantic regions (Fig. 3), are presented herein 

not only to elucidate the vertical and horizontal struc-

ture of the Saharan aerosol layer variability but also 

to compare them with the characteristics of the Saharan 

dust plume conceptual model presented in Fig. 1. The 

most detailed aerosol backscatter observations of the 

Saharan dust layer, however, were made along orbit 

147 (refer to Fig. 3) by the NASA P-3B aircraft (-0000 

UTC on 19 September) as it traversed northwestward 

(along the yellow line shown in Fig. 8) to obtain cor-

relative measurements underneath the shuttle lidar 

(orbit 147), which was in a descending node along the 

same path [e.g., further details on NASA P-3B lidar 

instrument can be found in Palm et al. (1994)]. 

FIG. 7. Vertical cross section analysis of potential temperature 

(4 K contour interval; solid lines), wind speed (thin contours 

shaded with gray tones at 5 m s_1 interval), and ageostrophic cir-

culation (wind arrows are constructed from vertical velocities and 

ageostrophic wind component in the plane of the cross section— 

the length of the arrow is proportional to the magnitude of the 

vector) along line A-B shown in Fig. 6 (i.e., between 5° and 25°N 

with 2° lat spacing). 
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FIG. 8. ECMWF 700-mb streamline (red lines) and wind speed 

(color shaded at 2 m s_1 intervals; color bar is given at the top of 

the figure) analysis superimposed over the Meteosat satellite IR 

picture valid at 0000 UTC 19 Sep 1994. The thick yellow line (en-

closed in black lines) depicts the path of the NASA P-3B aircraft 

as it traversed from south to north underneath the descending node 

of the space shuttle orbit 147 (see Fig. 3). The two time labels 

denote the locations of the LOD2 dropsonde sounding releases 

shown in Fig. 11. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

a. Aerosol backscatter profiles over the eastern 

Atlantic 

Figure 9 shows the backscatter cross section from 

space shuttle lidar (LITE) data taken at -0100 UTC 

on 19 September that extends from south of the equa-

tor to north of 30°N along orbit 147 (see Fig. 3 for lo-

cation). As one examines the figure from south to 

north (i.e., from left to right and top to bottom), many 

interesting features emerge: 1) the bright band ~2 km 

and south of 2°N indicates high scattering from the 

low-level stratiform cloud deck that exists at the top 

of the marine boundary layer as inferred from the rela-

tively cooler cloud-top temperatures rather than the 

dark oceanic background in the IR imagery (refer to 

Fig. 8); 2) similarly, midlevel clouds with broken satu-

rated regions
3
 located at about 5 km height between 

2° and 5°N are most likely the altostratus clouds, 

which appear slightly cooler in the IR picture; 3) the 

3Note that the optically thick clouds prevent the lidar beam from 

penetrating downward, thereby creating a shadowing effect un-

derneath the clouds. 

deep convective cloud shields seen in the IR imagery 

can be recognized as two separate convective cloud 

systems that spread across the 7°-13°N latitude band 

with cloud tops roughly at about 15-km height—the 

cloud-top appendage on the northern side or the cloud 

cluster, however, is most likely an anvil (cirrus) cloud 

since it is semitransparent to lidar beam penetration 

unlike in deep convective cores to the south where no 

such infiltration occurs [note that when a cloud is en-

countered, the laser beam will either be partially or 

totally attenuated depending on the optical depth of 

the clouds (Palm et al. 1998)]; and 4) the greenish-

yellow-colored layer between 1- and 5-km height ex-

tending northward from the cloud cluster of 28°N can 

be identified as the Saharan aerosol layer. Such an 

inference can be made based on the magnitude and 

character of the scattering through the 3-5-km-thick 

layer. Furthermore, aerosol layers should be easily rec-

ognizable in atmospheric thermodynamic soundings 

as an elevated mixed layer (i.e., the SAL) shown in 

the schematic sounding in Fig. 2 (existence of such 

an elevated mixed layer will be shown in the follow-

ing section). 

The vertical structure of the Saharan dust layer 

(noted in Fig. 9) can be better discerned from the 

LASAL 1064-nm backscatter profiles (see Fig. 10), 

obtained from NASA P-3B aircraft at an altitude of 

400 mb (i.e., at ~7 km compared to the 260-km or-

bital altitude of the shuttle lidar), underneath the 

shuttle orbit 147 (see Fig. 8 for cross section location). 

(Note, however, the P-3B lidar data is shown north of 

~11°N only due to the presence of the cloud cluster 

south of 11°N, which forced the aircraft to detour 

slightly from its straightline path as shown in the yel-

low line between 7° and 8.5°N in Fig. 8.) The most 

important features that can be inferred from the 

LASAL lidar backscatter cross section are the follow-

ing: 1) the Saharan dust layer is distinguishable from 

north of~11.5°to ~30°N as a bright greenish-yellow-

(with embedded pink to white) colored layer roughly 

located between 1- and 6-km height, which contrasts 

sharply against the dark-blue background of the clear 

air; 2) relatively high dust concentration, identifiable 

from maximum backscatter (white), occurs near the 

southern edge of the dust plume (i.e., between -12° 

and 15°N) around 3 km, which coincides with the lo-

cation of the middle-level jet in Fig. 8 (note that the 

small-scale waves in high dust concentrations are sug-

gestive of turbulence caused by strong horizontal 

shears associated with the jet); 3) the dust concen-

tration falls off rapidly to the north of 26°N with a mini-
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mum concentration (denoted by light 

blue color within 26°-30°N) that is not 

only distinct from the greenish-yellow 

color of higher dust concentration to the 

south, but also appears elevated abruptly 

with respect to the slightly lower altitude 

of the southern aerosol layer (i.e., dust 

layer to the south of 26°N)—this contrast 

suggests that the northern portion of the 

aerosol layer must have slightly differ-

ent characteristics than the one to the 

south; 4) the top of the dust layer appears 

dome shaped, particularly the layer be-

tween 11° and 22°N [i.e., the top of the 

aerosol layer reaches its highest eleva-

tion of 5.5 km at ~18°N, relative to a 

lower height of 4.5 km to the south 

(11°N) and north (22°N)]; 5) the strong 

lidar backscatter between the surface and 

1-km height is the MBL, which rises 

northward and southward from ~16°N, 

the saturated signal within the MBL is 

attributable to the large return signal 

from either the marine/Saharan aerosol 

(in areas of lidar ground return) or strati-

form/broken cumulus clouds (in areas 

where there is no ground return); 6) the 

bottom of the aerosol layer gradually 

rises northward above a relatively dust 

free layer that is wedged over the gradu-

ally deepening MBL (note that the clear 

zone between the dust layer above and 

the MBL below appears to be associated 

with the highly stable trade wind inversion layer de-

picted in Fig. 2, and shown later in an actual sound-

ing); and 7) the downward extension of the backscatter 

signal from the base of the dust layer to the top of the 

MBL (i.e., through the trade wind inversion layer) 

within the latitude zone of 11°-16°N presumably rep-

resents aerosol resulting from sedimentation and ver-

tical mixing of the Saharan dust induced by vertical 

shears underneath the middle-level jet since no such 

aerosol backscattering within the stable layer occurs 

elsewhere to the north outside of the jet location (re-

fer to Fig. 8 for jet location). It is interesting to note 

that some of the Saharan aerosol in this region, par-

ticularly within 11°-16°N, appears to be entrained into 

the MBL and subsequently descended to the ground, 

as can be inferred from the saturation marked by the 

bright-colored vertical striations in the lidar signal 

with strong ground return as well as based on the aero-

FIG. 9. The 532-nm lidar (LITE) backscatter cross section taken from the space 

shuttle orbit 147 shown in reverse from south to north (see Fig. 8 for cross section 

location) at -0100 UTC 19 Sep 1994. (Note that the bottom panel is a continua-

tion of the top panel.) The latitude and longitudes are given at the bottom of the 

figure (-0° and 15°N for the top panel and -15° and 31°N for the bottom panel). 

The orbit number, date, and raw counts of the lidar backscatter (depicted in a color 

bar; dark blue represents low scattering, while white depicts high backscatter, 

which is normally associated with clouds) are given at the top of the figure. The 

greenish-yellow color, speckled with light orange, located between 1- and 5-km 

altitude and within 13° and 28°N lat identifies the Saharan dust layer. The thin 

white-colored layer, speckled with red, underneath the Saharan dust layer marks 

the lidar beam saturation due to mixed layer clouds and aerosol. The white color 

between 10- and 15-km altitude south of 14°N represents high scattering from 

thunderstorm anvil clouds. 

sol mass concentration collected at Sal Island just to 

the west (I. Chiapello 1998, personal communication; 

refer to section 4)—contrast this with the unsaturated 

marine aerosol return farther north under the clear 

trade wind inversion layer (particularly in the area to 

the north of 23°N). zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

b. Lateral differences in the aerosol layer— 

Anticyclonic rotation 

Two dropsondes along with the potential tempera-

ture and relative humidity cross section analysis and 

back trajectories (taken along the lidar path in Fig. 8) 

will enable us to investigate the relationship between the 

horizontally varying vertical thermodynamic struc-

ture of the Saharan dust layer (i.e., the SAL) and 

changes in aerosol backscatter signatures (i.e., aero-

sol concentration) across the dust plume described in 

Fig. 10. The two dropsondes, released by NASA P-3B 
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FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 except for the 1064-nm lidar backscatter cross section 

of the Saharan dust layer taken from the NASA P-3B aircraft (note the enlarged 

vertical scale compared to Fig. 9) as an underflight to the space shuttle along the 

path shown in Fig. 8 (valid within 3 h of 0000 UTC 19 Sep 1994). The raw counts 

of the backscatter are given in a color bar at the top (dark blue represents low scat-

tering, while white depicts high backscatter, which is normally associated with 

clouds). (Note that the vertical lines passing through the dust layer between 18° 

and 21°N represent attenuation of lidar beam from flight-level clouds.) The beam 

saturation at the top or within the marine mixed layer (below 1-2 km) is either 

due to marine/Saharan aerosol or to cumulus/stratiform clouds. The thin dark-blue-

colored layer wedged between the dust layer above and the marine mixed below 

represents the clean, dust-free, trade wind inversion. 

during a flight above the dust plume (see yellow-dot 

locations in Fig. 8), are the Lightweight Omega Digi-

tal Dropwindsondes (LOD2) that measured tempera-

ture, wind speed and direction, relative humidity, and 

pressure with 2-m vertical resolution for the thermo-

dynamic data and 200-m resolution for the wind vec-

tors (see Palm et al. 1998 for further details). 

The two LOD2 soundings were taken at approxi-

mately 0051 and 0339 UTC on 19 September 1994 

(Fig. 11). The first LOD2 sounding, released at 

14.8°N, 19.1°W (Fig. 11a; see Fig. 8 for location), 

shows a well-defined SAL sounding that closely re-

sembles the schematic sounding of the SAL shown in 

Fig. 2 (roughly around the Cape Verde Islands). The 

similarities between these two soundings are (i) an el-

evated mixed layer of nearly uniform potential tem-

perature and mixing ratio with the base inversion near 

the 850-mb level, (ii) sub-Saharan transition (i.e., the 

trade wind inversion) layer between the ~950- and 

850-mb levels, and (iii) a homogeneous well-mixed 

cloud (i.e., MBL) layer from the surface 

to the 950-mb level. The major differ-

ences, however, are that the depth, poten-

tial temperature, and the mixing ratios of 

the SAL in the present case, respectively, 

are smaller (250 vs 350 mb), cooler 

(-40° vs 44°C), and slightly higher (-4 

vs 2 g kg
-1

) than the SAL shown in the 

schematic sounding (Fig. 2). The reason 

for these differences is that September 

climatological surface potential tempera-

tures are slightly cooler and the mixing 

ratios somewhat higher than those in 

July (conditions applicable to the sche-

matic sounding). 

By comparing the 0051 UTC LOD2 

sounding (Fig. 11a) and the lidar back-

scatter profile in Fig. 10 (particularly at 

15°N), it becomes apparent that the 

Saharan aerosol layer (located between 

-1.5 and 5 km height in Fig. 10) roughly 

overlaps with the elevated isentropic 

layer (i.e., the SAL in Fig. 11a). Similarly, 

the saturated backscatter layer below 

1 km corresponds well with the MBL, 

whereas the thin, lightly aerosol-laden 

layer (embedded between the SAL above 

and the MBL below between 0.5- and 

1.5-km height in Fig. 10) overlaps 

with the trade wind inversion layer in 

Fig. 11a. Therefore, the close correspon-

dence between the lidar backscatter signatures of the 

different aerosol layers and the layered structures in 

the thermodynamic sounding give confidence in our 

identification of the Saharan aerosol layer (i.e., the 

SAL) in lidar backscatter profiles. 

The dropsonde-measured winds in Fig. 11a show 

a maximum wind speed of 13.1 m s
_1

 at about the 

725-mb level with decreasing wind speeds above and 

below it. Because of its location (both in altitude and 

latitude), one can identify this wind maximum as the 

MLEJ (refer to KC), the spatial extent of which can 

be glimpsed from the 700-mb isotach analysis in 

Fig. 8. The measured wind maximum in the sounding 

appears to be located at the tail end of the elongated 

700-mb MLEJ close to the ridge axis. However, the 

jet wind speeds at the sounding location in the 

ECMWF analysis appear to be slightly weaker (i.e., 

> 10 m s
_1

) than in dropsonde data (> 12 m s
_1

), even 

though the east-northeasterly wind directions appear 

to agree well with each other. One should also note that 
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the level of the MLEJ in this case appears slightly 

lower than the 650-mb level commonly observed 

in easterly waves (e.g., Reed et al. 1977); the difference 

may be due to the fact that the reversal of the horizon-

tal temperature gradient required to maintain the geo-

strophic flow occurs at a much lower level here 

because of lower SAL top (-600 mb) than that in the 

schematic (-500 mb). The northwesterly winds below 

the base of the SAL but within the MBL are sugges-

tive of the cyclonic deflection of the northeasterly trade 

winds toward the coast by the low-level deformation 

field within the ITCZ as shown in the conceptual 

model. 

The second LOD2 sounding taken at 28.3°N, 

28.6°W (Fig. l ib ; see Fig. 8 for location with the 

0339 UTC label) shows a well-mixed but shallower 

SAL than that from farther south (i.e., 0051 UTC 

sounding at 14.8°N, 19.1°W; cf. Figs. 11a and lib). 

The 500-700-mb winds within the northern sounding 

are not only weaker than those to the south but exhibit 

a sharp shift to west-northwesterly from the northeast-

erly direction, perhaps in response to the midlevel an-

ticyclonic flow (see the 700-mb streamline flow in 

Fig. 8). The top and base of the northern SAL, respec-

tively, are located at 600- and 775-mb levels, in con-

trast to 600- and 850-mb levels from the southern SAL 

sounding. By comparing these differences in SAL top 

and base levels from both soundings, one can infer that 

the top of the SAL remains at about the same level, 

whereas the SAL base raises from about 850 mb in the 

south to 775 mb in the north, which implies that the 

SAL depth diminishes as its base elevates to the north. 

This observation is consistent with the narrowing of 

the aerosol layer seen in the lidar backscatter cross 

section (refer Fig. 10) as the base of the dust layer 

slopes upward over the clear trade wind inversion layer 

that lies above the MBL, whereas the top reaches the 

same height as at ~15°N. 

Despite the apparent agreement between the SAL 

thermodynamic soundings in Fig. 11 and lidar back-

scatter profiles in Fig. 10, there is a significant hori-

zontal variability in the backscatter structure and 

composition between the northern (i.e., within 26°-

30°N) and southern (south of 26°N) aerosol layers 

(Fig. 10) as mentioned earlier (in the previous section). 

(That is, the aerosol layer in the backscatter profile 

appears to change its character abruptly to the north 

of 26°N, most likely due to the anticyclonic rotation 

of the dust plume apparent in the 700-mb streamline 

flow in Fig. 8.) Note that the streamline flow (along 

the lidar flight track in Fig. 8) shows significant wind 

FIG. 11. LOD2 dropsonde sounding profiles taken from NASA 

P-3B aircraft at locations shown in Fig. 8 with big yellow dots 

(note that the UTC time identifiers denote the corresponding 

sounding times). 

shift from north-northeasterly to west-northwesterly 

between 20° and 25°N latitude, implying possible dif-

ferences in the trajectories of the northern and south-

ern segments of the dust plume arising from the 

anticyclonic flow. 

To attribute the different lidar backscatter charac-

teristics of the northern and southern aerosol layers 

(noted in Fig. 10) to the large-scale anticyclonic rota-

tion of the dust plume, a few back trajectories were 

calculated (at cross locations in Fig. 12) along the path 

of the orbit 147/NASA P-3B track (Fig. 8). These 

700-mb level back trajectories, depicted in Fig. 12, 

clearly show a weak subsiding anticyclonic rotation 

for air parcels located north of 26°N, and relative west-

ward progression for those south of 25°N during the 

5-day transit prior to 0000 UTC on 19 September. By 

comparing the disparate paths of the northern and 

southern trajectories, one can easily infer that the 

clockwise-turning northern air parcels must have 

originated over West Africa at least 7-10 days earlier 

compared to 5 days taken for the southern air parcels. 

Clockwise-rotating trajectories (north of 26°N) extend 

to higher levels up to 500 mb (i.e., -5.5 km) with 

diminished anticyclonic curvature, as can be seen in 
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FIG. 12. The 700-mb level back trajectories of Saharan dust 

particles over 120-h duration at selected locations along the 

shuttle orbits 147 (cross points beginning at 0000 UTC 19 Sep 

1994 over the eastern Atlantic) and 83 (star points beginning at 

0000 UTC 15 Sep 1994 over West Africa) obtained from the Ca-

nadian Meteorological Center's global wind field. The color 

variations represent different altitudes (m) of the trajectories ac-

cording to the color bar given at the bottom of the figure. Each 

color square mark represents a 6-h time step used in the calcula-

tions. The arrow with the 00 9/12 label denotes the location of 

the back trajectory at 0000 UTC 12 Sep 1994. 

the southwest view of the 3D back trajectories at 

500-, 700-, and 925-mb levels (i.e., upper, middle, and 

lower levels, respectively) in Fig. 13. The longer tran-

sit time for the northern trajectories, in contrast to 

shorter time period for the southern trajectories, im-

plies a loss of heavy dust particles due to deposition 

and sedimentation as the dust plume undergoes a 

clockwise turn toward the east. Thus, these back tra-

jectories (between 3 and 5.5 km) clearly explain why 

the dust concentration inferred from the lidar back-

scatter in Fig. 10 appears to be weaker within the lati-

tude belt of 26°-30°N than that to the south (i.e., 

within 11°-26°N). 

To answer the question of why the less dusty, 

northern aerosol layer (within 26°-30°N) appears 

abruptly elevated with respect to the more dusty, 

southern aerosol layer (within 11°-26°N), as noted 

earlier in the lidar backscatter of Fig. 10, cross sec-

tions of potential temperature, relative humidity, 

ageostrophic vertical circulations, and lidar backscat-

ter from Fig. 10 are illustrated in Fig. 14 (at the same 

location as in Fig. 10). The vertical structure of the 

SAL can be identified from the less stable, elevated 

FIG. 13. Southwest view of the 3D back trajectories calculated 

over a 120-h period at the same locations along orbit 147 shown 

in Fig. 12 (beginning at 0000 UTC 19 Sep 1994) at 500- (top), 

700- (middle), and 925-mb (bottom) levels. (Note that fewer tra-

jectories were plotted at the 500-mb level to reduce clustering and 

cluttering.) The start points of the back trajectories are indicated 

by stars. The perpendicular lines projected onto the backside panel 

represent the heights of the lowest and highest heights attained 

by parcels at each level at the end of 120-h back trajectories (i.e., 

at 0000 UTC 14 Sep 1994). The geographical map of North Af-

rica including the western Atlantic is shown for reference on the 

bottom panel. 

layer between 850 and 500 mb (i.e., ~18°N in the isen-

tropic field), with low relative humidities at the bot-

tom and high relative humidities at the top, the 

thickness of which decreases to the north and south 

(Fig. 14a). The sloping stable layer underneath the 

SAL, which caps the more humid and less stable 

MBL, can be identified as the trade wind inversion 

noted earlier from the LOD2 soundings. However, the 

SAL top in the ECMWF cross section analysis appears 

to be ill-defined since the observed sounding in 

Fig. 11a (located ~15°N) shows the SAL top near 

600 mb instead of 500 mb seen in the cross section 

(Fig. 14a). One can attribute these differences to the 

poor vertical resolution of the ECMWF data (only data 

at the 700- and 500-mb levels are available). Despite 

the lack of a sharp inversion associated with the SAL 

top (-600 mb) in the ECMWF analysis, there appears 

to be a general agreement in the north-south vertical 

differences of the SAL structure observed from the 

soundings (Fig. 11) and the ECMWF analysis 

(Fig. 14a), particularly the decreasing SAL thickness 

to the north as a result of the abrupt rise of the trade 

wind inversion height. 

The rapid northward rise of the trade wind inver-

sion in Fig. 14a can be attributed to the general upslope 
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of the isentropic surfaces toward the north associated 

with midlatitude frontal zones. The vertical circula-

tions, in general, show strong subsidence (perhaps 

associated with the Hadley cell) within 23°-30°N lati-

tude where relative humidities are low, and upward 

motion to the south (i.e., near the left edge of the cross 

section) where the relative humidities are high. These 

high relative humidities signify deep convection, since 

they are collocated with the deep cloud cluster ob-

served in the shuttle lidar backscatter (refer to Fig. 9). 

The vertical motions are generally too weak elsewhere 

to draw inferences on vertical circulations. 

Figure 14b shows the P-3B lidar relative backscat-

ter (i.e., the same lidar data shown in Fig. 10) projected 

onto the same isentropic contours depicted in Fig. 14a. 

Plotted at the top of the cross section are optical depths 

obtained from the LITE data based on the method de-

scribed in section 3c. Previously, KC utilized the up-

ward and downward bulging of the isentropes (i.e., the 

less stable isentropic layer) to depict the SAL/dust 

layer in their conceptual model and numerical simu-

lations. Such an assumption (i.e., the less stable SAL 

in the potential temperature field can be used as a 

proxy for the Saharan aerosol) appears to be generally 

valid if we compare the independently measured lidar 

backscatter of the Saharan aerosol and the less stable 

SAL in the ECMWF isentropic analysis (Fig. 14b). In 

general, the lidar-detected aerosol layer (i.e., the col-

ored lidar backscatter) conforms well with the less 

stable isentropic layer (i.e., the SAL), except at the top 

of the dust layer (-600 mb) around 20°N, where the 

isentropes do not bulge upward to correspond with the 

dome-shaped structure of the aerosol layer in the li-

dar backscatter, perhaps due to the poor vertical reso-

lution in the ECMWF data as mentioned before. 

The deeper Saharan aerosol layer from the isen-

tropic field ~18°N appears to correspond well with the 

higher optical depth of 0.18 (Fig. 14b), which agrees 

well with KC's result that higher optical depths tend 

to correspond with the deeper SAL. However, it is 

highly likely that the OD estimate of 0.16 to the south 

at 13.7°N may be even higher (due to high dust con-

centration) since this value appears to be an underes-

timate of the actual OD, perhaps due to the partial 

attenuation of the lidar beam by cirrus cloud above (see 

Fig. 9). Not surprisingly the ODs drop off rapidly to 

the north, particularly north of 25°N, which confirms 

the earlier contention that much of the Saharan aero-

sol north of 26°N must have been removed by sedi-

mentation due to longer transit time associated with 

the anticyclonic rotation. 

FIG. 14. Vertical cross sections of ECMWF data taken along 

the shuttle path (orbit 147) shown in Fig. 8: (a) relative humidity 

(shaded in color at 10% intervals), potential temperature (K; solid 

lines), and ageostrophic circulation (wind arrows are constructed 

as in Fig. 7); and (b) potential temperature (white; 4 K contour 

interval) and 1064-nm raw counts of the lidar backscattering pro-

files (color shaded; color bar at the top represents raw counts) 

taken from Fig. 10. The optical depths estimated from shuttle li-

dar (LITE) backscatter profiles (forzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA Sa = 25) are shown at the top 

but below the color bar. (Note that the vertical break in the back-

scatter within the middle of the layer ~20°N is due to the lidar beam 

attenuation by a cloud above the dust layer between 20° and 21°N 

seen in Fig. 10.) 

The good agreement between the aerosol-free thin 

layer, sandwiched between the marine mixed layer 

below and the dust layer above as seen in the lidar 

backscatter, and the highly stable trade wind inversion 

layer in the ECMWF data, particularly to the north of 

25 °N, gives further confidence in our interpretation of 

the higher elevation of the less dusty northern part of 

the Saharan aerosol layer than the heavily dust-laden 

southern portion of the SAL. Therefore, the lifting of 

the northern fragment of the dust plume with dimin-

ished aerosol concentration (between 26° and 30°N) 

along the steeply sloped isentropes of the midlatitude 

frontal zone appears to be a consequence of anticy-

clonic rotation of the Saharan dust plume as depicted 

in the conceptual model. 
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c. Aerosol backscatter profiles over North 

Africa—Dust mobilization zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Lidar backscatter profiles across the Sahara desert 

(i.e., orbits 35 and 83 in Fig. 3) are presented in Fig. 15 

in order to investigate the Saharan aerosol structure 

over the North African continent including some of the 

features discussed in the conceptual model such as the 

vertical extent and dust generation process of the Sa-

haran aerosol layer. The top illustration (Fig. 15a) 

shows a well-defined Saharan aerosol layer extending 

from just to the north of the Atlas Mountains in 

Morocco (the mountain peak ~32°N) southward to 

20°N, south of which the aerosol layer appears to be 

masked by layers of altostratus clouds (not shown). 

The top of the aerosol layer extends above 5-km height 

(6 km in some locations), most notably to the south 

of the Atlas Mountains, and possibly the highest height 

the Saharan dust layer has attained among all of the 

LITE orbits over North Africa. Not surprisingly, a 

maximum OD of 0.42 occurs in this region. The 

aerosol concentration, however, appears relatively lighter 

within the dust layer than in other continental aerosol 

backscatter profiles (e.g., compare with Fig. 15b). The 

predominance of relatively weaker dust concentration 

(i.e., marked by the greenish-blue-colored lidar back-

scatter counts < 1700), except for a few pockets of 

dense aerosol (> 2200), perhaps suggests background 

dust. The great depth of the dust layer persisting 

through the middle of the night without convective 

mixing sharply contrasts with the numerical result of 

W88, who showed a diurnal variability in dust-layer 

depth with minimum dust concentration occurring in 

the early morning hours (below 800-mb level). The 

LITE result clearly suggests that despite nocturnal 

surface cooling, the residual, deep, dust-laden convec-

tive mixed layer
4
 from the previous day remains above 

the surface-based inversion, which is not uncommon 

in this region as shown by KC. 

Indeed, a potential temperature and relative humid-

ity cross section at 0000 UTC 12 September (Fig. 16a) 

along the same path as the LITE orbit 35 confirms the 

presence of a deep and well-mixed layer just to the 

south of the Atlas Mountains, the top of which extends 

beyond the 500-mb level (i.e., above 5.5 km as marked 

by the relatively cooler and humid top). 

Also, note how the high surface poten-

tial temperatures (> 316 K) and low 

relative humidities (< 10%), which com-

monly define the low levels of a well-

developed deep mixed layer, reflect the 

climatology of this region. 

The most remarkable feature in 

Fig. 15a, however, is a thin layer of 

heavy aerosol concentration indicative of 

dust being raised from the surface (be-

tween 0 and 2 km; marked by letter A), 

which is identifiable by a saturated lidar 

return
5
 of white color (with backscatter 

counts > 3000) within the latitude belt of 

22°-24°N (over southern Algeria; note 

that cloud shadows appear to mask the 

FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 9 except with expanded vertical scale for (a) orbit 35 

(valid -0000 UTC 12 Sep 1994; top panel); and (b) orbit 83 (valid at 0000 UTC 

15 Sep 1994; bottom panel). (See Fig. 3 for orbit/cross section locations.) The small 

numbers at the top of the bottom panel represent the LITE-derived optical depths 

(for Sa = 25; note the symbol "c" denotes cloud). Letters A and B with black ar-

rows denote the wind-blown surface dust storm and the elevated dust storm in 

the top and bottom panels, respectively. Note the protuberance in the terrain pro-

file of the top panel represents the Atlas Mountain peak (~32°N), whereas the two 

narrow isolated protrusions (north of 28°N) in the bottom panel are the Canary 

Islands (see Fig. 3 for geographical locations). 

4Note that although there might be a surface in-

version due to nocturnal cooling, the previous 

day's convective boundary layer still exists above 

the nocturnal inversion as can be seen in the 

Fig. 10b (West African) sounding of Karyampudi 

and Carlson (1988). 

5The low-level saturation of the lidar beam in 

heavy aerosol regions occurs due to strong scat-

tering by aerosols within the boundary layer that 

saturate the detector and cause the signal to blend 

with the surface return signal (Winker et al. 1996). 
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heavy surface dust cloud north of 24.4°N). The mini-

mal aerosol concentration above the surface dust 

cloud, delineated by the greenish-blue color between 

3 and 5 km, perhaps indicates background Harmattan 

haze that is normally prevalent from the surface to the 

top of the mixed layer during dusty episodes north of 

the intertropical frontzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA (lit) for a period of several days 

(Hamilton and Archbold 1945; Dubief 1979). [Note 

that the lidar backscatter counts here are generally 

higher than those found in the 19 September LITE 

profile over the eastern Atlantic (see Fig. 9), which im-

plies that the dust concentration over North Africa 

must be relatively higher than that over the eastern 

Atlantic.] 

The heavy dust concentration close to the ground 

in Fig. 15a (i.e., the surface dust cloud) probably sig-

nifies a Saharan dust storm in progress, most likely 

induced by strong gusty winds associated with a pass-

ing wave disturbance to the south (Dubief 1979; Reed 

et al. 1977). Indeed, a north-south cross section of 

wind speeds and relative vorticity (Fig. 16b), taken 

through the area of surface dust cloud, clearly shows 

strong surface winds (> 8 m s
_1

) within the 23°-28°N 

latitude belt with a maximum > 10 m s
_1

 (referred to 

as a low-level jet, LJ). These low-level strong winds 

appeared immediately to the north of a passing low-

level wave depression, which can be seen in the rela-

tive vorticity cross section field (Fig. 16b) with a 

positive vorticity maximum > 1 x 10~
5
 s

_1
 centered 

around 22°N (i.e., to the south of the LJ). Interestingly, 

this low-level vorticity maximum, which is associated 

with a thermal low along the fringes of the desert (close 

to the ITF), occurred in conjunction with a passing 

wave disturbance farther to the south as indicated by 

a 700-mb positive vorticity center (> 1 x 10~
5
 s

_1
 ~17°N; 

note that this vorticity center is only a reflection of the 

true wave vorticity maximum of 5 x 10"
5
 s

_1
 that ex-

isted due south at about 15°N, 1°E). 

The LJ noted in Fig. 16b can be classified as a noc-

turnal jet since the ECMWF analysis (within the past 

24-h period) indicates a diurnal oscillation in wind 

speeds with a maximum in the night and minimum 

during the day (not shown). The role of such noctur-

nal jets in dust deflation has been noted by W88 from 

numerical simulation results of KC. There is no evi-

dence, however, for MLEJ playing a role in dust de-

flation of the wind-blown dust storm as suggested by 

Karyampudi (1986), since it is located farther south 

than the maximum dust concentration (i.e., the MLEJ 

near 18°N). Interestingly, the location of the dust storm 

detected by the lidar coincides with one of the source 

FIG. 16. Vertical cross sections of ECMWF data along orbit 

35 valid at 0000 UTC 12 Sep 1994: (a) relative humidity (shaded 

in color at 10% intervals), potential temperature (4-K interval; 

thick solid lines), and wind vectors (each full barb represents 

10 m s_1 and a half-barb 5 m s_1) and (b) wind speed (shaded in 

color at 2 m s_1 contour interval) and relative vorticity (pink solid 

and dashed lines with a contour interval of 1 x 10~5 s-1)-

regions of Saharan dust outbreaks, west of Ahaggar 

Massif over southern Algeria (Martin 1975). 

Figure 15b shows another LITE cross section 

(along orbit 83 in Fig. 3) of a well-defined Saharan 

dust layer extending from the Canary Islands (~28°N) 

southward to ~13°N, which is interrupted by a thin 

layer of altostratus clouds (~7 km) located roughly 

between 16° and 20°N. The dust layer top appears 

dome shaped (particularly to the north of 20°N) as in 

the other lidar cross section profiles but the base, 

which is elevated over the islands to a height of ~2 km 

at 28°N, inclines downward to the surface near the 

Mauritania-western Sahara border (~23°N; see Fig. 3 

for geographical locations). Again, a diffuse but dis-

tinct Saharan aerosol layer, which is suggestive of 

Harmattan haze mentioned earlier, exists to the north 

of the ITF between the 12.8° and 15°N
6
 with deep 

6Some of the weak backscatter signal in this area appears to be 

due to the partial attenuation of the lidar beam by thin cirrus clouds 

above (-15 km). 
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convection to the south of the ITF (i.e., near the left 

edge of the panel). Just interior over land, there ap-

pears to be a heavy dust concentration near the sur-

face over western Mauritania (~22°N, 11 °W). The 

most striking aspect of the aerosol vertical structure, 

however, is the occurrence of strong backscatter val-

ues, which are close to saturation (indicative of high 

dust concentration) within the middle of the dust layer 

between 24° and 26°N (i.e., the white area marked by 

letter B); the whitish raw backscatter counts (> 3000) 

are comparable to those found a few days earlier (12 

September) farther east near the surface over south-

ern Algeria (Fig. 15a). More details in terms of tur-

bulent boundary layer structure are also apparent 

within the midlevel dense aerosol layer (20°-26°N). 

Since the lidar observations were taken around mid-

night (i.e., -0100 UTC), turbulence in the dust layer 

is caused most likely by mechanical forcing induced 

by vertical wind shear rather than by convective bound-

ary layer mixing. 

Indeed, the ECMWF wind analysis at 0000 UTC 

on 15 September (not shown) indicates the presence 

of strong vertical wind shear associated with a middle-

level jet, which is located at about 700 mb near 21°N. 

A northeasterly coastal low-level jet (> 15 m s
-1

) 

at 925 mb is also present along the northwest coast of 

Africa (~25°N; not shown), which is a manifestation 

of strong pressure gradients induced by sensible heat-

ing over the Sahara and modulated by the cyclical 

passage of wave disturbances (Karyampudi 1986). 

Interestingly, the elevated maximum dust concentra-

tion occurs in the overlapping region of the middle-

level and low-level jets (i.e., between 21° and 25°N) 

over western Sahara and Mauritania, which constitute 

source regions for summertime dust outbreaks. Since 

West African coastal deflation within the northeast-

erly trades generally occurs close to the ground in a 

shallow layer and not as an elevated layer (e.g., W88), 

one can rule out the possibility of the elevated dust 

being generated locally over the western Sahara and 

Mauritania. The remaining plausible explanation for 

the source of elevated high dust concentration is that 

it probably originated upstream a few days earlier and 

progressed downwind through advection by the 

middle-level flow. The aerosol index
7
 analysis, shown 

7Aerosol index is defined as the uncalibrated N-value residue 

given by Herman et al. (1997), who have shown that UV-absorbing 

aerosols such as desert dust exhibit positive residues in TOMS 

retrievals. 

in Fig. 17 at -1300 UTC 15 September 1994 and 

obtained from the Meteor3/TOMS satellite (Seftor et al. 

1997), lends credence to this argument as it reveals 

high aerosol indices (> 3.0), suggestive of high aero-

sol optical depths, located farther east around 22°N, 

11°W. 

Since no strong low-level winds existed upstream 

of this dust cloud (not shown) other than the low-level 

wind maximum (associated with the upstream surface-

based dust cloud) found earlier on 12 September of 

North Africa (refer to Figs. 15a and 16b), it is highly 

likely that this elevated dust cloud is the same surface 

dust cloud that advanced westward after it was lifted 

perhaps either by mixing within the convective bound-

ary layer (during 2 days of solar heating) or by 

large-scale flow (associated with an easterly wave dis-

turbance) over northwest Africa. Justification for this 

argument comes from the fact that the elevated dust 

cloud seen in Fig. 15b at 0000 UTC on 15 September 

is situated to the north of the same 700-mb wave dis-

turbance (center located 17°N, 14°W; not shown) that 

existed three days earlier (i.e., 12 September) farther 

to the south of the surface-based dust cloud near 17°N, 

1°E (refer to Fig. 16b). This implies that the phase 

speed of the dust cloud must be the same as the wave 

disturbance speed of 6 m s
_1

, which is comparable to 

the 7-8 m s
_1

 phase speed noted by W88 for a simu-

lated dust cloud and is also in good agreement with 

the slow movement of dust plumes seen in satellite 

imagery (Martin 1975). To confirm whether the el-

evated dust cloud is the same as the surface-based dust 

cloud seen three days earlier in the orbit 35 cross sec-

tion, back trajectories were calculated at a few selected 

locations along orbit 83 beginning at 0000 UTC 15 

September (see star locations in Fig. 12). Not surpris-

ingly, the back trajectory ~24°N, 13°W that corre-

sponds to the 700-mb level elevated dust cloud seen 

in Fig. 15b passes through the same location as the 

wind-blown dust storm seen three days earlier at 23°N, 

1°E (see the arrow with the 00 9/12 label in Fig. 12). 

It is interesting to note that this particular trajectory 

undergoes a rising motion from about 1500 m (close 

to surface) to 3000 m as it progresses westward dur-

ing this 3-day period in conformity with the conjec-

ture mentioned earlier (i.e., the dust layer lifting either 

by convective mixing or by large-scale lifting, but 

most likely by large-scale lifting as the trajectory ex-

hibits a cyclonic curvature associated with the pass-

ing wave disturbance to the south). Thus these 

trajectory calculations further corroborate our argu-

ment that the elevated dense Saharan aerosol cloud 
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seen on 15 September must be the same wind-blown 

dust storm observed farther east on 12 September near 

the surface. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

d. Aerosol backscatter profiles across the West 

African coastline 

The LITE profiles of 17 and 18 September (i.e., 

orbits 115 and 131, respectively, in Fig. 3) are depicted 

in Fig. 18 in order to examine the vertical structure of 

the Saharan dust layer across the west African coast-

line, particularly the rapid rise of the SAL base as the 

cool northeasterly trade winds turn inland and under-

cut the base of the SAL, as well as the composition of 

the "anvil shaped" southern edge of the SAL to the 

south of the ITF (see Fig. 1). As in Fig. 15b (i.e., orbit 

83 to the east), the orbit 115 cross section (Fig. 18a) 

shows a sharp northern edge of the Saharan aerosol 

layer, located at about 3-4-km height ~28°N, with its 

top and base widening southward toward the west 

African coastline (~20°N). As in other lidar backscat-

ter profiles, the trade wind inversion (between 23° and 

28°N) appears clean without any trace of Saharan dust 

from above. Back trajectory calculations show that this 

clean air is a result of subsiding air from the northeast 

(not shown). The elevated high (nearly saturated) 

backscatter at -1 -2 km height to the north (~28°N) 

over the eastern Atlantic is indicative of 

the MBL, which gradually transforms to 

a saturated (white colored) backscatter 

layer of -100 m above the surface near 

the West African coastline (~20°N). The 

backscatter saturation results either from 

low-level stratus clouds at the top of the 

MBL (to the north) or from aerosol 

within the stable layer (to the south). A 

potential temperature and relative hu-

midity cross section (Fig. 19a) taken 

along the same location not only verifies 

the MBL to the north, but also suggests 

that the high backscatter layer close to the 

surface (~20°N) is a stable layer. The 

cross section further depicts a less stable 

elevated SAL within the latitude belt of 

21°-28°N, located between -900 and 

-700 mb levels, the depth of which de-

creases to the north and south of 20°N 

(note that the SAL top and base are fur-

ther identifiable by the high and low rela-

tive humidities, respectively, to the north 

of 20°N—the top appears to be lower 

due to poor vertical resolution of the 

FIG. 17. Aerosol index [i.e., Af-value residue defined by 

Herman et al. (1997)] analysis at 50-km pixel resolution valid at 

1300 UTC 15 Sep 1994 derived from 340-nm reflectances of 

the Meteor3/TOMS satellite. Aerosol index > 0.5 indicates UV-

absorbing aerosol such as Saharan dust. 

ECMWF data), in conformity with the Saharan aero-

sol layer seen in Fig. 18a. 

Interestingly, a thin strip of saturated signal close 

to the surface (within 200 m above the surface at about 

FIG. 18. Same as Fig. 15 but for (a) orbit 115 ( 0000 UTC 17 Sep 1994) and 

(b) orbit 131 (-0000 UTC 18 Sep 1994). (See Fig. 3 for orbit/cross section loca-

tions.) Letters A and B with black arrows in the top panel denote high dust con-

centration features referred to in the text. 
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FIG. 19. Same as Fig. 16 except for cross section at 0000 UTC 

17 Sep 1994 taken along orbit 115 (see Fig. 3 for orbit/cross 

section location). Labels "MLEJ" and "LLJ" in the bottom panel 

denote the middle-level easterly jet and the low-level jet referred 

to in the text. 

18°-20°N; the feature marked by letter B in Fig. 18a), 

which appears to rise above the surface to ~2 km 

height, can be identified, perhaps, as wind-blown dust. 

This distinction is possible due to the presence of 

strong north-northeasterly winds in association with 

a coastal low-level jet close to this region, as can be 

viewed in the wind speed and potential temperature 

cross section to the north of 20°N (see LLJ in Fig. 19b). 

Note that this heavy surface dust near the West Afri-

can coastline coincides with one of the source regions 

over western Mauritania (refer to Fig. 3 for location). 

A deep cloud cluster that spans across 5°-14°N in-

terrupts the dust layer south of 14°N (Fig. 18a; see dark 

area to the left edge of the panel). Just to the north of 

it, a saturated backscatter layer signifies the top of the 

dust layer (3-5 km) within 15°-18°N (feature A), 

which possibly results from hygroscopic swelling of 

the aerosol particles near the top of the SAL when rela-

tive humidity exceeds 80%. However, one can possi-

bly rule out this effect since the relative humidity cross 

section in the same location (Fig. 19a) shows less than 

60% relative humidity near the top of the dust layer 

(-600 mb within 15°-18°N). An alternate explanation 

is that this backscatter saturation is influenced by high 

dust concentration transported by the middle-level jet, 

which happens to exist at about the same location (i.e., 

the feature identified by MLEJ). [Note that such high 

dust concentration transportation by the MLEJ was 

noted earlier in other LITE orbits (e.g., orbit 147 over 

the eastern Atlantic).] Underneath the saturated back-

scatter layer, relatively low dust concentration prevails 

below 3 km (Fig. 18a) with cooler temperatures and 

high relative humidity (Fig. 19a), perhaps as a result 

of the undercutting by the cleaner, cooler, and moist 

monsoon flow to the south of the ITF, which is posi-

tioned at about 17°N (i.e., at the confluence of north-

easterly and northwesterly winds near the surface just 

to the north of the humid low-level air). 

There appears to be a break in the dust cloud (as 

apparent in the high dust concentration gradient) near 

18°N (Fig. 18a), which suggests that the southward-

protruding thin, saturated dust layer (i.e., the feature 

A) must have separate origins than its northern coun-

terpart (i.e., the high dust concentration above feature 

B) since the 700-mb wind field indicates a confluence 

at the entrance region of a middle-level jet near to this 

location (not shown). [Note that back trajectory cal-

culations south of 18°N are not sufficiently accurate 

(refer to section 3d) to verify this hypothesis.] 

However, aerosol indices from TOMS satellite data 

confirm the merger of two plumes of different origins 

[i.e., one from the northeast originating over the north-

ern Sahara (Algeria) and the other from the east over 

Lake Chad (Chad) prior to this time (not shown)]. 

Indeed, convergence of a North African dust plume 

(Algeria) and the Sahel (Lake Chad) dust plumes over 

West Africa appear to be a common feature as can be 

noted from the monthly mean maps of UV-absorbing 

Saharan aerosol during summer months presented by 

Herman et al. (1997). The existence of two plumes not 

only in the LITE data (i.e., in Fig. 18a) but also in the 

summer aerosol climatology of this region differs sig-

nificantly from the conceptual model, in which a single 

plume from North Africa was proposed (see Fig. 1). 

The occurrence of maximum dust concentration at 

the southern edge of the Saharan dust layer can also 

be noted in another LITE orbit (Fig. 18b; orbit 131 in 

Fig. 3) taken on 18 September across the west Afri-

can coastline near Dakar, Senegal (just to the west of 

orbit 115 in Fig. 3). The southern edge of the Saharan 

aerosol layer, located between 13° and 16°N, appears 

narrower than that in orbit 115, particularly within the 

high dust concentration region between 2.5- and 4-km 

height (-750-600 mb) at its southernmost extension. 
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A middle-level jet, centered around 15°N at -700 mb, 

is also present near the southern edge but within the 

dust layer where the isentropes slope over the rela-

tively cooler monsoon flow (not shown) as depicted 

in the conceptual model. However, no deep convec-

tion occurs due to the presence of a strong inversion 

(lid) underneath the dust layer. Outside of the dust 

layer but to the south of the ITF (~13°N), deep con-

vection associated with a cloud cluster (indicated by the 

dark area at the left edge of the panel in Fig. 18b) 

hindered the dust layer. 

Farther beyond, the elevated Saharan aerosol layer 

(base -1 -2 km and top -5-6-km height) in Fig. 18b 

extends northward up to 28°N, but more clearly north 

of 19.5°N. The base of the dust layer, which intersects 

the land near -15°N, is higher than that in orbit 115 

(cf. Figs. 18b and 18a, particularly the dust layer bases 

within 18°-22°N). The higher elevation in orbit 131 

(Fig. 18b) is most likely due to the westward deepen-

ing of the marine mixed layer and, hence, the trade 

wind inversion as proposed in the conceptual model. 

By comparing the lower raw counts of the lidar back-

scatter in this orbit against those over West Africa a 

few days earlier (e.g., orbit 83), one can infer that the 

Saharan aerosol concentration decreases considerably 

as the dust plume advances westward over the eastern 

Atlantic, plausibly due to the fallout of heavy dust 

particles from sedimentation into the lower levels (this 

aspect will be discussed further in section 6). However, 

the shallow marine mixed layer (below 1-km height) 

seems to be loaded with aerosol
8
 perhaps of sea salt 

and Saharan aerosol origin, particularly off the west 

African coastline (i.e., the saturated backscatter region 

close to the surface between 15° and 20°N). By com-

paring Figs. 18a and 18b, one can deduce that the 

aerosol-laden MBL (within 18° and 22°N) extends 

inland as a shallow stable layer (i.e., due to the under-

cutting of the dust layer by the cooler maritime air as 

can be noted from Figs. 18a and 19a), which appears 

to be in direct contact with the dust layer above in the 

interior of the West African coastline—contrast this 

with the MBL that is capped by a well-defined (aero-

sol free) trade wind inversion off the coast of western 

Africa (within 18°-22°N in Fig. 18b). Therefore, it 

appears that the Saharan dust layer directly overlies the 

8One should note, however, that the lidar return signal from the 

marine mixed layer is often augmented by aerosol swelling caused 

by the high relative humidity (> 80%), which often causes signal 

saturation near the top of the mixed layer. 

thin, shallow, stable (marine) layer just inland of the 

West African coastline, whereas a clean (clear) trade 

wind inversion layer appears to separate the dust layer 

above and the aerosol-laden marine mixed layer be-

low off the West African coastline. The evolution of 

the elevated dust layer (SAL) above the trade wind in-

version off the coast of West Africa is not only con-

sistent with the conceptual model (see Fig. 1) but also 

with numerical model results of W88, who noted that 

the elevated mixed layer (SAL) evolves over the ocean, 

instead of over the continent. 

6 . Saharan dust  plume optical depths 

One of the characteristics of the dust plume pro-

posed in the conceptual model is the existence of maxi-

mum dust concentration (i.e., optical depths) within 

the ridge region of the SAL but to the north of the 

middle-level jet. Although sporadic aircraft observa-

tions showed the maximum dust occurrence near the 

southern edge of the SAL along the axis of the middle-

level jet (e.g., Prospero and Carlson 1981), satellite 

observations have indicated that the highest optical 

depths are frequently confined to the middle of the dust 

plume (e.g., Carlson 1979) as depicted in the concep-

tual model. To help resolve this discrepancy, optical 

depths were estimated from lidar observations as de-

scribed in section 3c and qualitatively compared with 

those determined from the Meteosat data (section 3b). 

The most striking aspect of the objectively ana-

lyzed (lidar based) Saharan dust layer OD analysis (for zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

Sa = 35) displayed in Fig. 20 is the occurrence of an 

OD maximum > 1 (centered 22.5°N, 2.5°W) over the 

western Sahara,
9
 which falls off rapidly westward to a 

minimum over the eastern Atlantic. [Note that an OD 

analysis for Sa = 25 yields a maximum of only 0.66 at 

the same location (not shown), which implies that a 

lower Sa may be more appropriate for large dust par-

ticles over the continent as discussed in section 3c.] 

The tongue of maximum ODs (> 1.0) over western Af-

rica, indeed, largely represents high dust concentration 

resulting from blowing dust within the midlevels of 

9This OD maximum, which appears rather high for Saharan aero-

sol, may be associated with the uncertainties in the estimation of 

extinction-to-backscattering ratio for large nonspherical particles 

such as wind-blown dust as mentioned in section 3c, as well as in 

situations where nonlinear/multiple scattering effects become 

sufficiently important to render the simple Fernald's retrieval for-

mulation unreliable. 
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FIG. 20. Objectively analyzed Saharan dust layer optical depth analysis derived 

from LITE backscatter profiles using an extinction-to-backscattering ratio of 35 

(contour interval is 0.08). The black number (i.e., > 1.0) inside the white shading 

over West Africa denotes the maximum optical depth value. 

the SAL and low-level dust raised from the surface to 

the west of Ahaggar Massif, a source region near the 

southern Algeria and northern Mali border. Interest-

ingly, this north-south-oriented tongue of high ODs 

not only extends northward and westward over west 

Africa, but also shifts southward over the eastern At-

lantic along a narrow corridor that is confined within 

the latitude belt of the middle-level jet (12°-18°N). 

One plausible explanation for the occurrence of 

high ODs farther north over land than over the east-

ern Atlantic (Fig. 20) is that perhaps giant dust par-

ticles, which are initially raised to higher levels either 

by convective mixing or by large-scale vertical mo-

tions over the Sahara as described in the previous sec-

tion, subsequently fall to lower levels (700 mb) where 

they tend to be carried farther westward by the middle-

level jet. This explanation has some validity since the 

maximum OD belt over the eastern Atlantic (centered 

around 15°N) coincides well with the mean axis of the 

middle-level jet during the 12-19 September period 

(not shown). Note that the occurrence of high ODs 

along the southern edge of the dust plume in the lidar 

data, rather than in the middle of the dust plume as 

shown in the conceptual model, is consistent with air-

craft observations. 

The maximum OD of -0.44 forzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA Sa = 35 along the 

northwest coast of West Africa (i.e., the maximum 

over the eastern Atlantic region in Fig. 20) appears to 

be somewhat less than the Meteosat-derived OD maxi-

mum (> 0.6 in Fig. 5). Meteosat-based optical depths 

(see Fig. 5), in general, show high opti-

cal depths farther north over the eastern 

Atlantic compared to the LITE-derived 

ODs.
10

 In fact, the LITE OD maximum 

of 0.2 north of 20°N (but west of 20°W 

in Fig. 20) over the eastern Atlantic is 

much less than the Meteosat (ODs of 

> 0.6 (cf. Figs. 5 and 20). This dis-

crepancy appears to arise mainly for two 

reasons: 1) the magnitude of the LITE-

derived ODs may be an underestimate 

not only due to the neglect of saturated 

backscatter regions in the lidar data over 

the eastern Atlantic (i.e., the saturated re-

gions within the dust layer) but also due 

to the uncertainties involved in obtaining 

the extinction-to-backscattering ratio for 

Saharan aerosol as discussed in section 

3c; and 2) the Meteosat-derived dust-

layer ODs farther north over the eastern 

Atlantic may be an overestimate, perhaps 

as a result of small climatological background marine 

optical thickness of 0.02-0.04 utilized by Moulin et al. 

(1997a) in their method of estimating dust-layer ODs 

from the Meteosat data; the true optical thickness of 

the MBL in these regions may be 2-3 times higher 

than those used by Moulin et al., perhaps in the range 

of 0.1-0.2 reported by Hoppel et al. (1990). Indeed, 

lidar observations over the northeastern Atlantic re-

gion (Canary Islands) confirm that the OD values in 

the range of 0.1-0.2 (Reagan et al. 1998) are more 

representative of the MBL than the low climatologi-

cal values typically used in satellite studies, which 

imply that the true Meteosat-derived dust-layer ODs 

should be slightly lower than those shown in Fig. 5, 

particularly to the north where the Meteosat tends to 

show a maximum. 

The effect of uncertainties in the estimation of 

lidar ODs, however, should not be significant since 

1) Karyampudi et al. (1998) have applied another 

method, which is based on the single scattering Mie 

program (Bohren and Huffman 1983), to the same li-

dar data and showed that the ODs estimated from this 

method are in good agreement with those derived from 

10Note that point comparisons of LITE and Meteosat ODs could 

not be made due to the ~12-h time difference between the obser-

vations (i.e., the LITE observations were made during midnight 

hours, whereas the Meteosat observations were obtained during 

midafternoon hours). 
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the technique described in section 3c; and 2) the ne-

glect of saturated backscatter regions in the OD cal-

culations over the eastern Atlantic has a negligible 

influence on the OD to the north since saturated re-

gions typically existed only to the south of the dust 

layer near the MLEJ (e.g., see Fig. 10). In fact, inclu-

sion of the saturated regions will only increase the 

north-south gradient of OD (through the increase of 

OD values to the south) and not the OD values farther 

north. Therefore, one can argue that the true OD maxi-

mum occurs close to the jet axis (as can be inferred 

from the high dust concentration detected by the lidar); 

the same region is typically excluded by satellite stud-

ies due to the frequent presence of stratiform clouds 

underneath the middle-level jet. However, one should 

exercise caution in making this inference not only 

due to the sparsity of LITE data (refer to Fig. 3), but also 

due to the lack of ground-based ODs to independently 

verify which method (i.e., either the lidar or the satel-

lite) is more accurate. 

7. Sum m a ry a nd discussion 

Lidar measurements of the Saharan dust layer col-

lected during NASA's LITE experiment (10-19 Sep-

tember 1994) aboard the space shuttle provided a 

unique opportunity to validate the Saharan dust plume 

conceptual model. This model, which was aided by the 

combined analyses of surface, upper-air, and aircraft 

and satellite observations collected from the GATE ex-

periment (Karyampudi 1979), has never been vali-

dated against independent observations. Therefore, a 

combined analysis of lidar, Meteosat, and ECMWF 

data has been performed not only to find the close re-

lationship between the Saharan dust and the Saharan 

air layer (SAL) but also to investigate the horizontal 

and vertical structure of Saharan aerosol including 

their optical depths over the west Africa and eastern 

Atlantic regions. Optical depths were evaluated from 

Meteosat and lidar data to map the spatial and tempo-

ral distribution of the heavy dust concentration within 

the SAL by applying the techniques of Moulin et al. 

(1997a) and Reagan and Liu (1997), respectively. 

Trajectory calculations were also made for selected 

lidar orbits to verify the anticyclonic gyration of the 

dust plume and to trace the origin of a dust outbreak 

over the Sahara. 

A detailed synoptic analysis including the satellite-

derived optical depths, vertical lidar backscattering 

cross section profiles, and back trajectories of the 16-

19 September 1994 Saharan dust outbreak over the 

eastern Atlantic and its origin over West Africa dur-

ing the 12-15 September period have been presented. 

In addition, lidar backscattering profiles and optical 

depths were objectively analyzed to investigate the 

general features of the dust plume and its geographi-

cal variations in optical thickness. The lidar analysis 

reveals a complex structure of the dust plume includ-

ing its origin over the central Sahara and its subse-

quent westward migration over the Atlantic Ocean. Lidar 

observations clearly show that the Saharan aerosol 

over North Africa not only consists of background dust 

(Harmattan haze) but also wind-blown aerosol from 

fresh dust outbreaks. An incipient dust storm that was 

detected by the lidar on 12 September over the cen-

tral Sahara appears to be initiated by a low-level jet to 

the north of a passing wave disturbance; the role of 

such nocturnal jets in dust deflation has been noted by 

W88. Lidar, TOMS satellite data, and trajectory analy-

sis further suggest that this particular surface-based 

dust storm migrated westward and rose gradually to 

midlevels by the time it arrived at the northwest coast 

of West Africa. Furthermore, the combined lidar, 

ECMWF, Meteosat, and back trajectory analysis re-

veal that this Saharan dust plume subsequently under-

went an anticyclonic rotation over the eastern Atlantic 

during the 16-19 September period in accordance with 

the conceptual model depicted in Fig. 1. 

Some of the lidar-detected Saharan dust plume fea-

tures can be best summarized in a 3D perspective 

(westward view of the full volume isosurface) of the 

aerosol backscattering ratios
11

 (-1.05) in Vis5D for-

mat as shown in Fig. 21. The 3D composite dust plume 

depicts a dome-shaped top as well as a slight anticy-

clonic curvature due to the clockwise mean flow in-

fluenced by the subtropical high as the plume spreads 

westward over the Atlantic. A north-south cross sec-

tion of this dust plume (with aerosol backscattering 

ratios > 1.05), taken over the eastern Atlantic (i.e., the 

north-south white line in Fig. 21) and shown in 

Fig. 22a, not only confirms the dome-shaped structure 

of the dust-layer top but also the downward bulging 

of the dust-layer bottom. The highly saturated red color 

(indicative of a backscattering ratio of 3.7) above the 

sea surface (adjacent to the surface panel) depicts the 

shallow but northward deepening marine mixed layer, 

above which the trade wind inversion (i.e., the clear 

"Backscatter ratio is defined as the ratio of the lidar-measured 

backscatter to the molecular backscatter. 
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FIG. 21. A westward view (from a vantage point over E. Africa) of the objec-

tively analyzed 3D isosurface of LITE-derived aerosol backscattering ratios 

(-1.05) depicted in Vis5D format. The north-south and east-west white lines de-

note the locations of vertical cross sections shown in Fig. 22. (Note that the dust 

plume extends westward from W. Africa toward the Caribbean; the landmass in 

the far left corner is S. America.) 

blue layer between the dust layer above and the ma-

rine mixed layer below) clearly exists to the north of 

the dust plume only. The higher scattering ratio of the 

marine mixed layer appears to be caused largely by the 

combined effect of boundary layer clouds, sea salt, and 

the residual Saharan dust aerosol. Additionally, the 

high backscatter cross section of aerosols within the 

marine mixed layer may have been augmented by 

the aerosol swelling caused by high relative humidity 

(> 80%) in the top one-third of the MBL. 

To the south of the dust plume (Fig. 22a), the Sa-

haran aerosol appears to be connected with the marine 

boundary layer below, perhaps as a result of dry depo-

sition and sedimentation. Additional processes respon- 1) 

sible for the aerosol coupling near the southern edge 

can be attributed to downward mixing of Saharan aero-

sol through entrainment by the penetrating cumulus 

clouds at the top of the MBL; turbulent mixing asso- 2) 

ciated with strong vertical wind shears underneath the 

middle-level jet, which exists mainly to 

the south of the dust plume; and upward 

venting of sea salt aerosol by the pen-

etrating cumulus clouds (Talbot et al. 

1986). Thus, this residual aerosol layer 

located between the base of the dust layer 

and the top of the marine boundary layer 

possibly represents a mixture of mineral 

aerosol from the SAL above and sea salt 

aerosol from the MBL below. 

An east-west cross section depicted 

in Fig. 22b across the dust plume (i.e., 

along the east-west white line in Fig. 21) 

shows four important features: 1) the 

westward rise of the dust-layer base 

above the trade wind inversion (indicated 

by the blue color; note that the trade wind 

inversion is not captured well due to the 

curvature of the dust plume; see Fig. 21) 

and the gradually deepening marine 

mixed layer (indicated by the wedge-

shaped and red-colored highly saturated 

backscattering ratios adjacent to the sur-

face), which conforms well with wedge-

shaped trade wind inversion depicted in 

the conceptual model (Fig. 1); 2) the lift-

ing of the high dust concentration from 

the surface above West Africa arid re-

gions and its upward extension close to 

the top of the SAL ( -3-5 km); 3) the 

rapid sinking of the high Saharan dust 

concentration, perhaps due to settling of 

heavy dust particles from top to lower levels as the 

plume progresses westward; and 4) the general low-

ering of the dust-layer top, most likely induced by the 

subsidence associated with the Hadley circulation. 

In summary, the combined analyses of the synop-

tic, lidar, and satellite data for the 10-19 September 

1994 period appear to validate many of the major char-

acteristics of the Saharan dust plume conceptual model 

listed in section 2. In addition, the combined analyses 

revealed the following features that were not hitherto 

shown clearly through conventional meteorological 

analyses of the SAL and Saharan dust: 

the initiation of a fresh Saharan dust outbreak over 

North Africa by a low-level jet induced by the 

strong pressure gradient associated with passing 

easterly wave trough to the south; 

the Saharan aerosol over North Africa consists of 

both the background dust (with low dust concen-
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tration) associated with Harmattan haze, and wind- are not as clean as those proposed in the concep-

blown aerosol (with high dust concentration) from tual model; 

fresh dust outbreaks; 8) the trade wind inversion layer near the southern 

3) high dust concentration associated 

with fresh dust outbreaks rises to 

midlevels (i.e., to the top of the dust 

layer), most likely in response to 

large-scale lifting, where it is carried 

farther westward by the high speed 

winds associated with the middle-

level jet near the southern edge of the 

dust plume; 

4) the Saharan dust plume near the west 

coast of West Africa appears to con-

sist of two narrow but separate 

plumes, instead of one single plume 

depicted in the conceptual model, one 

originating over the northern Sahara 

and the other emerging from the east 

over the Lake Chad region; 

5) the dust layer top over the eastern 

Atlantic appears to lower rapidly, 

perhaps due to the rapid depletion of 

giant particles away from the west 

African coastline; 

6) the high dust concentration near the 

southern edge of the SAL extends 

downward into the marine mixed 

layer, perhaps as a consequence of 

sedimentation and vertical mixing 

induced by strong vertical wind 

shears associated with the middle-

level jet as well as by penetrating cu-

mulus clouds; 

7) the marine mixed layer underneath 

the dust layer appears to be saturated 

with aerosol, consisting most likely 

of both residual Saharan aerosol and 

sea salt aerosol, and hence the trade 

winds within the marine mixed layer 

FIG. 22. Vertical cross sections of objectively 

analyzed 3D LITE aerosol backscattering ratios 

> 1.05: (a) a north-south cross section over the 

eastern Atlantic taken across the dust plume 

along 22°W long (i.e., the north-south-oriented 

white line) in Fig. 21 and (b) an east-west cross 

section of the same dust plume across the North 

Africa and Eastern Atlantic regions taken along 

20.5°N lat (i.e., the east-west-oriented white line) 

in Fig. 21. 
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edge of the SAL is not well defined due to Saharan 

aerosol contamination, whereas to the north of the 

dust plume the inversion layer appears much 

cleaner than the Saharan dust layer above and the 

marine mixed layer below; and 

9) the dust-layer optical depths derived from the li-

dar backscatter data, which rapidly decrease from 

West Africa to the eastern Atlantic, are a maximum 

near the southern edge of the SAL over the east-

ern Atlantic, in contrast to the maximum shown by 

the satellites to the north of the dust plume as de-

picted in the conceptual model. 

Although the lidar data showed some unique fea-

tures that were not clearly apparent in other conven-

tional data, there are some uncertainties involved in 

the interpretation of maximum lidar backscattering 

profiles. It is not clear whether the maximum lidar 

backscattering is indicative of larger dust particles with 

small number concentration or smaller dust particles 

with large number concentration. To resolve this prob-

lem, in situ aircraft observations are needed in future 

investigations along with concurrent multiwavelength 

lidar measurements to obtain accurate information on 

the optical and physical characteristics of Saharan dust, 

which will be useful to obtain more accurate estimate 

of the extinction-to-backscattering ratio for optical 

depth estimates. 

Furthermore, hurricane reconnaissance aircraft 

should be equipped with either a backscattering lidar 

[such as the portable Micro Pulse Lidar system de-

scribed by Spinhirne et al. (1995)] or the wind-

measuring lidar backscattering instrument [such as the 

Multi-center Airborne Coherent Atmospheric Wind 

Sensor; Rothermel et al. (1997)] in order to investi-

gate the role of Saharan dust forcing on transverse-

vertical circulations across the middle-level jet in the 

initiation of squall lines related to tropical cyclone 

formation over the western Atlantic region since this 

case showed that a squall line induced by these verti-

cal circulations ultimately developed into a tropical 

storm (i.e., Tropical Storm Ernesto). Recently, 

Karyampudi et al. (1997) have shown the possible role 

played by the same Saharan dust outbreak (i.e., the 

SAL investigated in this study) in dynamically influ-

encing the genesis of Tropical Storm Ernesto over the 

eastern Atlantic. Therefore, to further understand the 

role of the SAL on tropical cyclogenesis, it is neces-

sary to conduct aircraft investigations (equipped with 

an airborne lidar and other instrumentation) of the 

SAL-easterly wave trough interaction and dynamics, 

at least over the Western Atlantic region as these dust 

pulses often advance farther downstream from the 

source region following a leading easterly wave dis-

turbance as shown by Carlson and Prospero (1972). 
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Appe ndix : LITE color image processing 

The LITE color images were assembled from the 

raw LITE backscatter return data by averaging five 

lidar shots per image line. The images are composed 

of roughly 4000 individual lidar backscatter profiles 

and represent only the raw, unprocessed digital counts 

from the detector. The LITE detector employed a 

12-bit digital to analog converter, which means that 

the raw data has a dynamic range of 0 to 4095 counts. 

Generally, only strong return signal from clouds or the 

ground will cause the detector to saturate (digital 

counts equal to 4095). 

In interpreting the images of the Saharan dust 

layer, we assume that higher return signal (caused by 

larger aerosol backscatter cross section) corresponds 

to higher dust concentration, even though this might 

not generally be true, particularly in situations where 
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high relative humidity (exceeding 80%-90%) can af-

fect the aerosol backscatter cross section for a given 

aerosol concentration (due to hygroscopic swelling). 

Profiles from the two dropsondes launched along the 

underflight of orbit 147 show that the relative humid-

ity reaches a maximum of about 54% near the top of 

the SAL at 610 mb (Fig. 11a). The maximum back-

scatter obtained by the LASAL instrument, however, 

occurs well below this level at about 3 km (Fig. 10). 

Considering this observation, as well as examining 

other LITE backscatter profiles, including the fact that 

the normal climatology of the SAL is very dry (ex-

cept near its top), we conclude that the humidity ef-

fects are not playing a major role in the varying 

backscatter values throughout the SAL. 

The other factors that affect the backscatter cross 

section are the aerosol number density, particle size 

distribution, and particle shape (i.e., spherical vs 

nonspherical). Since no in situ observations are avail-

able with respect to the aerosol size distribution within 

the SAL, we cannot rule out the possibility that these 

effects may influence the signal strength as measured 

by LITE. However, we assume that the size and type 

of aerosol, which may vary significantly over the 

source region, will be fairly uniform within the SAL 

over the eastern Atlantic Ocean due to the removal of 

giant particles through sedimentation. Thus, we inter-

pret higher backscatter regions in lidar cross sections 

as areas of higher Saharan dust concentration, even 

though it may not strictly be true due to varying par-

ticle size distribution over large distances. zyxwvutsrponmlkjihgfedcbaYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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A comprehensive monograph of the meteorology of the Southern 

Hemisphere was originally published by the American Meteorological 

Society in 1972. That monograph was, of necessity, preliminary in nature 

because the available time series of observational data was short In the 

quarter century that has passed since the first monograph, much has 

happened to warrant an updated edition: new observational techniques 

based on satellites, anchored and drifting buoys, and more ground-based 

stations have expanded the observational network to cover the whole 

hemisphere. The time is right, therefore, for a fresh look at the circulation 

features of the Southern Hemisphere, both for the atmosphere and oceans. 

Edited by David J. Karoly and Dayton G. Vincent 
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T h e American Meteorological Society is now offering the 1998 JournalzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA /Bulletin Archive CD-ROM set. The CD-

ROM makes the contents of the Society's seven journals and the Bulletin available in electronic form and enables 

users to conduct more efficient and timely searches than is possible using the printed issues. 

As with past sets, the 1998 set of two discs contains the entire contents of the volume year—cover to cover— 

of Monthly Weather Review, Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences, Journal of Climate, Journal of Applied Meteorology, 

Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology, Journal of Physical Oceanography, and Weather and Forecasting, 

except for the "Papers to Appear" section and the year-end index. The Bulletin portion of the set includes the 

articles that appeared in 1998. 

The Journals/Bulletin Archive CD-ROM is in Portable Document Format (PDF) with an Adobe Acrobat Reader 

interface. Each disc allows the user the ability to do full-text searches of the journal content. The package includes 

two discs, case, and manual. 

The J ourna l/Bulle t in Archive CD-ROM set  is a va ila ble for 1 9 9 6 , 1 9 9 7 , or 1 9 9 8 a t  the price of $ 8 0 for AM S m e m be rs, $ 4 0 

for AM S student  members, $ 3 7 5 for AM S corpora t ion members, a nd $ 5 0 0 for nonm e m be rs a nd institut ions. Prices include 

shipping a nd ha ndling. Please send pre pa id orders to Orde r Department , American Meteorologica l Society, 4 5 Beacon St., 

Boston, M A 0 2 1 0 8 -3 6 9 3 or call (6 1 7 ) 2 2 7 -2 4 2 5 . V isa , M a st e rCa rd, or American Express accepted. 
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